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ABSTRACT
Three dimensional visualisation achieves tremendous savings in time and costs during the design
process. Due to these circumstances this methods are gaining in importance. For example
improvement in performance and the product security or enabling the operative optimization
of a production sequence. By the virtual testing it is possible to validate a product in the whole
developing process and product lifecycle. The flight simulator ATILa at Airbus Defence and Space
in Friedrichshafen uses these advantages for own products. ATILa is used to test intelligent
assistance systems for helicopter pilots. Here the graphic implementation of the virtual earth
plays a key role when practicing realistical scenarios. This approach is implemented with the
Common Database (CDB) which is enabled by the definition of specifications and standards.
Different commercial software packages by Presagis are used to implement the aforementioned
database. The software Terra Vista is used for the database generation, including the compilation.
For the CDB implementation the software Vega Prime is used to prepare the data with the help of
the RTP. The software Vega Prime is not able to display 3D models with LODs, due to a software
error. Therefore a third software named Creator is used to modify them. The 3D models are
available in the OpenFlight Format. This OpenFlight format consists of different kind of nodes
with a complex hierarchical structure. Other software solutions, such as Autodesk or Blender,
are not able to provide access to the specific structure. The edited models can be integrated in
the virtual environment and have to defined by unambiguous indices. Various settings are used
to implement the objects automatically. The compilation of the area of interest takes place by
the definition of a geotile with a specific size depending on the latitude. The CDB ouput will be
transferred by Vega Prime and with the help of the RTP into the simulator. In addition, there
is the possibility to render various CDB databases in the simulator to enable a visualisation of
the complete earth. Finally, any errors occurring will be described and methods of resolution
explained. The complexity of the generation process of a CDB database could be represented
with this thesis. However, the whole workflow of the visualisation of the earth is still in its initial
stages, since among other things there are errors in the software. To sum up; the potential of
the CDB can be evaluated as above average.
Keywords: Visualisation, Simulation, Presagis, CDB, Database, FACC, Selector, HMI
Laboratory, OpenFlight, RTP
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KURZFASSUNG
Die 3D Visualisierung vereinfacht den Planungsprozess und geht somit mit einer Zeit- und Kosten-
einsparung einher. Aufgrund dieser Sachverhalte gewinnt sie immer weiter an Bedeutung, um
zum Beispiel eine verbesserte und sichere Benutzung eines Produktes oder einen optimierten
Betrieb einer Produktionskette zu ermöglichen. Durch vorherige virtuelle Erprobung und Vali-
dierung eines Produktes können Kosten für den gesamten Entwicklungsprozess und den Pro-
duktlebenszyklus gering gehalten werden. Im Flugsimulator für Helikopter namens ATILa in
Friedrichshafen (Airbus Defence and Space) versucht man die genannten Vorteile für die eigenen
Produkte zu nutzen. Im ATILa werden Assistenzsysteme geprüft, welche die Helikopterpiloten
während ihres Fluges unterstützen sollen. Hierbei spielt die grafische Umsetzung der virtuellen
Erde in dem Simulator eine entscheidende Rolle, um die Szenarien realitätsnah durchführen zu
können. Dies kann mit Hilfe einer sogenannten Common Database (CDB), die durch Spezi-
fikationen und Standards definiert ist, umgesetzt werden. Mittels verschiedener kommerzieller
Softwarepakete der Firma Presagis lässt sich die oben genannte Datenbank erstellen. Die Gener-
ierung und Kompilierung wird mit dem Softwareprogramm Terra Vista vorgenommen. Die Imple-
mentierung der CDB in den Flugsimulator erfolgt mit der Software Vega Prime, welche die Daten
über einen RTP zur Verfügung stellt. Da dieses Programm durch einen Softwarefehler nicht in der
Lage ist, 3D Modelle mit verschiedenen Detaillierungsgraden darzustellen, muss eine dritte Soft-
ware namens Creator genutzt werden. Die 3D Modelle liegen im OpenFlight Format vor. Dieses
OpenFlight Format weist eine komplexe hierarchische Struktur aus verschiedenen Knoten auf.
Andere Softwarelösungen, wie Autodesk oder Blender, sind nicht in der Lage einen Einblick in die
spezielle Struktur zu geben. Die bearbeiteten Modelle können dann in der virtuellen Umgebung
eingebunden und müssen durch eindeutige Indizes definiert werden. Verschiedene Einstellun-
gen werden genutzt, um Objekte automatisch einzubinden. Die Kompilierung des Interessenge-
bietes erfolgt über die Definition einer Geokachel mit einer bestimmten Größe, die abhängig vom
Breitengrad ist. Die ausgegebene CDB wird mit Vega Prime und mit Hilfe des RTPs in den Simu-
lator übertragen. Des Weiteren gibt es die Möglichkeit verschiedene CDB Datenbanken im Sim-
ulator simultan zu rendern, was eine vollständige Visualisierung der kompletten Erde ermöglicht.
Abschließend werden aufgetretene Fehler näher beschrieben und Lösungsansätze erläutert. Mit
der vorliegenden Arbeit konnte die Komplexität der Entstehung einer CDB Datenbank dargestellt
werden. Dennoch befindet sich der gesamte Arbeitsablauf der Visualisierung der Erde noch am
Anfang, da u.a. Softwarefehler zu bemängeln sind. Zusammenfassend kann das Potenzial einer
CDB als überdurchschnittlich bewertet werden.
Schlüsselwörter: Visualisierung, Simulation, Presagis, CDB, Datenbank, FACC, Selec-
tor, HMI Labor, OpenFlight, RTP
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ABBREVIATIONS
ACF Application Configuration File
API Application Programmer Interface
ATILa Avionics Test and Integration Lab
CDB Common Database
CGI Computer Image Generation
COTS Commercial Off The Shelf
CRVS Constant Resolution Visual System
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays computers can contribute to a certain security in civilian and military life. In the last
decades the technology of the computer has increased enormously, that there are even more
possibilities than ever before and the development will continue. In the Age of Information, the
interactive process between humans and computers will be the foremost challenge of the 21st
century (Lew et al., 2007).
A result of the outstanding advances in computing speed and storage are the recent improve-
ments in the simulation field with reusable and reconfigurable real-time software which make it
possible to create laboratories with real-time animated graphics (Gertz et al., 1994; Weir, 2010).
Likewise the enhancement of hardware components and improved projection systems as well as
a better understanding of simulator system architecture considerably increase the quality level.
The opportunities in the software area are increasing along with the enhancement of the hard-
ware components, too. More and more complex graphical resources are created which can
indeed be handled by existing hardware, but have to be ordered in a simple way to remain us-
able. Therefore development and growth of Modelling and Simulation sector are necessary to
create a virtual reality. Modelling and Simulation has become a technical field in the area of
science, business and engineering applications (Sarjoughian and Zeigler, 2001).
All the data for the simulator have been generated off-line by sub-systems.This results in redun-
dancy and thus in time-consuming provision of the needed data. Likewise the data is provided
in multiple data formats, that requires the avoidable use of multiple tools and processes.
For the issue of simulators different forms of vehicles are possible. For the simulator in Frie-
drichshafen, helicopters are an object of interest. Helicopters are complex to handle, to pilot,
and to operate in any situation, especially in critical civilian and military operations. It is widely
acknowledged by the helicopter industry that the current helicopter accident rate is excessive
and that solutions must be found to address the problem and to improve pilot skills (Mas, 2009).
According to this issue the communities want to improve its safety record, simulation-based
training is seen as a viable method to significantly increase the safety of rotary-wing aviation.
This thesis focuses on the graphical background in the synthetic environment in terms of data-
bases. In the Human-Machine Interface Laboratory (HMI-Lab), the Avionics Test and Integration
Lab (ATILa), in Friedrichshafen different devices, systems and algorithms are tested to validate
assistance systems for helicopter pilots. Therefore the synthetic environment is subjected to
specific demands, one of them the Common Database (CDB). Different kinds of simulators are
shown available on the market and will be discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis. Their usability
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is explained and the HMI-Laboratory ATILa is presented in detail with the including systems and
devices. As a result of this thesis, a CDB database should be generated to upgrade the synthetic
environment.
The CDB is introduced in Chapter 3 with their structure and features as well as the developing
history of simulators and the related idea of the CDB. The Chapter contains all the software that
is used and describes the architecture in Vega Prime within the CDB.
The following chapters explain the workflow of generating, compilation and rendering such a CDB
database with commercial software packages. Chapter 4 shows the dealing with OpenFlight
models in Creator and affords a closer insight into the file structure.
The terrain generation process of the CDB database is the main topic of this thesis and is dealt
in Chapter 5. The focus here is on handling with the software Terra Vista in accordance with the
specifications and standards. Many important necessities are explained to get a valid output.
Different tools can be used for generation with respect to established rules according to the
specifications.
The valid CDB output will be rendered with the software Vega Prime and is shortly explained in
Chapter 6. With the help of instances and classes the CDB database has to implement into the
Data Server and RTP Server. Many various settings can be adjusted for the appearance of the
CDB in the simulator. Some suggestions for settings are given, especially for the CDB database
Manching. An important feature, the CDB version chaining, is described to link various CDB
databases as well its implementation into the Worldwide Database (WWDB).
Finally, Chapter 7 gives a conclusion of this thesis and their results as well as some points will be
viewed critically. Whereas Chapter 8 discusses the chances of the CDB and gives some advices
on how to improve the workflow.
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2 SYNTHETIC ENVIRONMENT
The HMI-Lab is a medium which serves as an user interface. It is a way of interaction with
flow of information and feedback involving visual, audio as well as tactile communication be-
tween human and machine (Chao, 2009; Weir, 2010). Human and computer are interacting in
a virtual environment including terrain, terrain features, models of vehicles, buildings as well as
topographic features. By providing consistency and concurrency across previously discrete ac-
tivities within the scenarios, Synthetic Environment (SE) makes it possible to achieve timeliness,
cost effectiveness and risk reduction. It is a widely-used process for civil as well as military
training and has been defined and accepted. The use of SE includes the investigation of future
systems where experience is currently limited and physical experiment is impractical, unsafe or
uneconomic. It could deliver the tools to create representations of complex systems and the
effect of usage. To maximize the business benefit the use of Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS)
technology can help to increase the re-use of SE components and common frameworks. Dif-
ferent problems reduce the effectiveness of SEs include the inconsistency between various SE
components, lack of exchange platforms within the SE community as well as a lack of experts
(scientists and engineers) in this area. More information on this topic in Henderson and Salmon
(2001).
Two different kinds of HMI-Laboratories exist on the market. The training laboratory allows
preparing someone for a scenario in the reality - to practice the reaction rate and to help to
take a decision faster and the testing and evaluating laboratory which enables evaluation of new
soft- and hardware components by testing them in the virtual environment derived from real
subjects in the specialist field. The reactions of the user can be evaluated quickly and flexibly for
usability and acceptance. While doing the practice or evaluation, it is very important that the con-
trol inputs respond very quickly to guarantee the authenticity (Zhang, 2010; Koo et al., 2008). For
that, the laboratories are equipped with real hardware like a steering wheel or a joystick control
as well as pedal board, knobs and a seat to reproduce the reality for controlling a virtual vehicle
like a car, helicopter or an aircraft.
The usability of such an HMI-Lab dictates the quality of testing and the result of interacting for a
meaningful evaluation of a pilot or a driver. The task of the designers is to enhance the usability
through testing and improving the present interface. It is important to anticipate every problem
that may happen to realize a realistic scenario - in particular routine and familiar symbols or
objects should be used in the interface to assure that the user is able to remember. This means
mainly reducing unnecessary details for a good design and helps to increase the efficiency of the
interface, easing operation and thus maintaining good communication and unification between
the user and the interface (Chao, 2009).
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Fig. 2.0.1: The components involved in human–machine interactions by Zhang (2010)
The Figure 2.0.1 shows the interacting components of an HMI-Lab. The left-hand side shows the
components of the virtual environment such as display, computer and an input/output device for
example a joystick. The right-hand side shows the components of the human being, such as part
of the nervous system, a belief or a knowledge about something and a tactile organ e.g. hand.
Weather factors such as rain and fog can be represented by the visual display as well as snow
and ice, so the parameters are changeable in the dynamic model (Weir, 2010). Across the entire
production process this plays an important role, because it can help to bridge the gap between
simulation and laboratory analysis as well as proving ground tests with actual prototype systems
(Weir, 2010).
Weir (2010) listed the typical main elements as follows:
• Visual Image Generator
• Hexapod Motion Platform
• Cabs
• Dynamic Seat
• Real Time Operating System and I/O Processor, and Scenario Control
• Vehicle Dynamics Models and Parameters
• Terrain and Model Databases
• Interface Provisions for Hardware-in-the-loop
• Simulator Operation and Data Acquisition Software
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Two different main simulator configurations can be considered: a fixed base (no motion) and
a moving base (large amplitude motion). These moving bases can be subdivided into different
kinds of Degrees-of-Freedom (DOF). The six DOF hexapod is the most used one in the field of
flight simulation. As opposed to the three DOF hexapod, the six DOF hexapod uses, in addition
to rotational movement, translational movements known as yaw, pitch and roll. Figure 2.0.2
represents the model schematically.
Fig. 2.0.2: The six degrees of freedom hexapod include the X, Y and Z axis, which are related to
location and yaw, pitch and roll, which are the rotations about the axis and related to orientation.
The architecture of HMI-Labs is subdivided in three types of control: adaptive, supervisory and
distributed (by Zhang (2010)).
Adaptive
The adaptive control system is a complex system, which implements the cooperation between
software and user. In reality the user often is confronted with tricky situations such as low
visibility caused by fog as well as overloading caused by increasing workload, which could result
in attention lapses. In these cases such an adaptive software system can be very helpful to assist
the participant.
To get this aim realised, adaptive HMI-Labs modify their behaviour according to some defined
constraints in order to best satisfy all of them. Such labs yield the opportunity to give users
information under constraints such as time, cognitive workload and certain devices.
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Fig. 2.0.3: Example for an adaptive control system: Advanced driver assistance system with
a lane departure warning system. Source: http://www.bosch-automotivtechnology.com/de/
de/component/SF_PC_DA_Lane-Assist_SF_PC_Driver_Assistance_Systems_1858.html
, accessed 09.06.2013
Figure 2.0.3 represents an advanced driver assistance system to warn drivers when straying out
of a lane, for driving safely to the destination.
Supervisory
Supervisory control systems are used if there is a distance between the control room and the
machine. The software is linked with the controllers over a network e.g. ethernet to get contin-
uous information for example from sensors, which detect the height of water level.
Fig. 2.0.4: The data of the sensors will be combined on the monitors at which the operator can
handle about it. Source:http://jcwinnie.biz/wordpress/?p=1193, accessed 25.06.2013
Only one person is needed to run the complete system, whereby the data information flow to-
gether to a single master device (see Fig 2.0.4). The system works autonomously and recognises
if parameters deviate from their tight tolerance band.
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Distributed
A distributed control system is the most modern control platform. The idea of this kind of control
platform progressed through time to follow the advancement in control algorithms and instru-
mentation technologies.
For distributed systems typically multiple servers are used to provide flexibility. Each system can
have its own HMI server, also every HMI can access any controller component directly. The HMI
is able to bind components in any location; local or remote. This kind of control system is very
efficient, because it works with a peer-to-peer architecture, reusable components and remote
deployment as well as maintenance capabilities.
Fig. 2.0.5: The devices in a distributed system are working separately. Only the network con-
nects the parts of the infrastructure. Source: http://www.freepatentsonline.com/7092768.html
Figure 2.0.5 shows personal computers for data acquisition and will be controlled via network.
The workstation 1 and 2 are only provided for local control, whereas workstation 3 is used to
acquire data from field devices such as a sensor. Likewise the information could broadcast by a
PLC or microFCU directly from the field device and send to the local computer.
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2.1 ATILA
The ATILa serves as an evaluation laboratory rather for software testing than human responsive-
ness. The central element of this laboratory is the flight simulator on a fixed base (no motion)
with typical controls as in a helicopter. It corresponds to the adaptive system, where the pilot
is evaluating the supporting software to integrate it as an assistance system into the helicopters
(see Fig. 2.1.1).
Fig. 2.1.1: The ATILa in Friedrichshafen at Airbus Defence and Space (Airbus Group).
Sitting on the seat in the middle of the laboratory looking at 180 degree screen, which is illu-
minated by three projectors with a resolution of 1024 pixel x 768 pixel each, which matches a
ratio of 4:3. The cyclic is in front of the seat to navigate the roll- and pitch- angle. The angle
of attack of the blades for raising and dropping the flight model is influenced by the collective
at the left-hand side of the seat. To steer the rear blade the pedals are in front of the seat for
rotating the helicopter around the yaw- axis (see Fig. 2.1.2). At the front of the controller a panel
is installed with displays serving as guidelines to test the software such as map navigation and
information about the orientation of the helicopter (see Fig. 2.1.3 and in Appendix Fig. A.1.4)).
With the DVI Router any of the eight DVI inputs could be switched to any or all of the outputs to
change the information on the displays (see Appendix Fig. A.1.1) to adapt the displays individually
for the pilots. The Primary Flight Display (PFD) is the most important display on that panel (see
Appendix Fig. A.1.2). The pilot reads the behaviour of the helicopter from this device, as it
displays an attitude indicator (pitch and roll) as well as the orientation of the helicopter with
respect to the horizon. On the left and right-hand side airspeed and altitude are shown.
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Fig. 2.1.2: The pedals, the collective
and the flight control stick are controls
like in a real helicopter. The rear en-
gine is operated by the pedals, the col-
lective is controlling the main rotor.
Fig. 2.1.3: These displays help the pilot to navigate.
They are built into the simulator as in a real helicopter
and deliver map material as well as data of the con-
dition of the helicopter. From left to right: Map, Hel-
las System (Detection of Cable), Map with obstacle
warning system, Primary Flight Display (information
to speed and attitude)
The projectors beam the virtual world, the simulation area, onto the screen (Appendix Fig. A.1.3).
The visualisation is realised by the software Vega Prime of the company Presagis and generates
the environment as a kind of graphic-engine, where the helicopter flies. Each projector gets the
signal of each computer to visualise the environment. The software synchronises the particular
images to generate an entire large image represented onto the screen. The whole process
is organised via network connection, whereby the computer are sending messages to define
which frame should be shown. Besides the visualisation, the flight model plays an important
role, because it has to be as realistic as possible for reliable sources of tests. For this the library
RotorLib by RTDynamics is used. The camera in Vega Prime is able to show the movement of
the helicopter. If the pilot makes an input at the control, the new information has to be defined
with new conditions and position of the model. Then the model sends the new flight parameters
across the network to the data bridge to pass the message on to other systems to simulate for
example on-board instruments.
Last but not least, the helmet of the pilot is a testing object in the ATILa with integrated display,
the Helmet Mounted Sight Display (HMSD). The movement of the head is sensed by a head
tracking system. With the system it is possible to simulate such an HMSD by projecting the in-
formation needed into the display. Information measured by laser scanner is send via Augmented
Reality into the helmet so the pilot is able to recognize obstacles.
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Fig. 2.1.4: The HMSD provides information for
the pilot as augmented reality. The polyhedron
at the back of the helmet is assembled with pas-
sive markers to reflect the light to the tracker.
Fig. 2.1.5: The tracker received the infor-
mation and calculates the 3D position and
orientation of the helmet.
For example landing beacons will be displayed to provide an aid to landing, because the brown-
out1 is a common reason for accidents. This also applies to thin wires, like power lines, found
by use of Hellas Sensors, which scan the area in front of a helicopter with a laser beam. These
obstacles are difficult to detect in fog and results in most cases in fatal accidents. Likewise the
system is able to send infrared images into the helmet display.
Fig. 2.1.6: Symbols of landing beacon which is visible as augmented reality in the helmet of the
pilot.
A lot of computing resources are needed for the huge amount of simulation data. Therefore ten
computers are provided in a server-rack (see Appendix Fig. A.1.1). The communication between
the computers is realised via Ethernet. A separate domain was installed to maintain the systems.
More information about simulators and their interaction with them in Rouse (2013), Chao (2009),
Lefebvre (2005) and Koo et al. (2008).
1Results from resuspension of dust and sand, so that the pilot is not able anymore to see anything. As well as in
mountain rescue, the snow can be swirled up, that an effect named "white-out" occurs
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3 COMMON DATABASE
The CDB is an open standard database format for storing rasters, vectors, models in 2D and 3D,
as well as metadata for the whole earth, in only one single database. Different simulator client-
devices are able to retrieve simultaneously relevant information from this database in real-time
to perform their respective runtime simulation tasks. A CDB can run regardless of computer
platforms, simulator system software and simulator client-devices. The data will be represented,
organised and stored for a worldwide synthetic representation of the earth. Therefore conven-
tions are necessary to support all the subsystems of a simulator. The amount of information
associated with a CDB is limited only by available disk storage (Presagis Canada Inc. and Pre-
sagis USA Inc., 2012a).
The synthetic environment of the CDB is a representation of the natural environment including
external features such as man-made structures and systems. It encompasses the terrain relief,
terrain imagery, models of natural and man-made cultural features, models of vehicles as well
as the ocean surface, the ocean bottom, including features on the ocean floor. A database of
the CDB contains datasets organized in layers and tiles that represent the features of a synthetic
environment for the purposes of distributed simulation applications. The data structures used
in CDB specification synthetic environment databases are different from those used in relational
databases, mainly because the CDB has chosen to standardise formats adopted by the simula-
tion community. This facilitates adapting existing authoring tools to read/write/modify the CDB
and the task to develop Runtime Publisher (RTP) designed to operate on these data structures.
An open synthetic environment database specification exists to explain how to deal with the
CDB. It governs all aspects of the CDB with the following priorities:
• Data content and representation of the synthetic environment
• Structure and organization of the synthetic environment
• File format of the synthetic environment as stored on media
The main problem of simulator systems is the wide range of subsystems needed to provide a
realistic environment. Each subsystem uses a proprietary runtime database. This fact induces
disadvantages such as more needed time for simulation computation, mismatched correlation,
complexity in configuration management as well as inefficient update process. Most database
formats are generated off-line and need a re-compilation in the runtime format, even for a small-
area update, which is very time-consuming.
The abundance of distinct database formats creates several challenges for configuration man-
agement, resulting in mismatched correlation of the various cues, and in the increased time line
needed to generate these databases (see Fig. 3.0.1).
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Fig. 3.0.1: The client devices of the simulator load all the required data for their needs and
process to suit their display method.
This kind of simulation computation provides disadvantages. Each recompilation generates a
complete copy of the database, so the synthetic environment would be replicated unnecessarily.
The representation is related with the total content and density limits imposed by each simulator
client-devices.
The use of a common database specification will reduce these inconveniences, so the elimination
of several types of correlation errors is one of the principal object. The specification achieves this
by allowing all simulator client-devices to share, in runtime, a single repository of the synthetic
environment information.
In addition, a CDB can also be used as a master repository for the authoring tools; as a result CDB
content can be interchanged between DB workstations and will eliminate the time-consuming
off-line database compilation process for each of the clients. This single dataset avoids the
duplication of any data content. With modern third-party algorithm the storage intensive datasets
can be compressed. Runtime filtering schemes help when requesting CDB content for specific
capabilities of the client-devices.
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The CDB specification relies on five established, commercial data formats from leaders of the
simulation database tools industry (Presagis Canada Inc. and Presagis USA Inc., 2012a, p.1/3):
• TIFF/GeoTIFF: for the representation of terrain altimetry, terrain surface characteristics
relevant to simulation
• OpenFlight R©: for the representation of 3D culture and moving models
• RGB: for the textures associated with 3D culture and moving models
• ShapeFile: for the instancing and attribution of statically positioned point, lineal and
areal 2D/3D cultural features
• JPEG 2000: for a representation of terrain raster imagery comprising a well defined
and accepted compression method that allows both lossy and lossless
schemes
The storage structure portion of the specification is defined by a comprehensive binary file de-
scription, (i.e., it specifies the exact format of all files used in the implementation of the specifi-
cation).
OpenFlight R© is the specific format which is included in the CDB to support real-time software
applications. The hierarchy structure of this format is very complex and can only be processed
with specific software. Further information in Chapter 4.
The organisation of the CDB data into tiles, layers and levels-of-detail is embodied through a set
of conventions that describe the CDB directory hierarchy and file naming conventions, but only
the naming conventions internal to the CDB.
Tiles
In the CDB the world is geographically divided into geodetic tiles (latitudes and longitudes). Each
tile contains all specific features, positioned and oriented using geodetic coordinates for the
particular region (terrain, vector and models). Usually the tiles become increasingly elongated
towards the poles. To keep the area covered by the tiles more or less square, the geo-cells
within a slice are one degree high, but varying in width for longitude depending on the zone
(latitude) to which they belong (see Fig. 3.0.2). The projection system WGS-84 earth model is
used to provide geodetic interoperability for the earth’s terrain surfaces and ocean floor (Presagis
Canada Inc. and Presagis USA Inc., 2012a, p.3/40-3/44).
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Equator
1 arcmin ~ 1.85km  
1 arcmin ~ 0.40km  
Pole
1 arcmin ~ 0km  
Fig. 3.0.2: The width of the geo-tiles varies based on the latitude. For example between -50 and
50 degrees latitude geo-tiles are 1x1 degree, between 50 and 70 degrees they are 1x2 degrees,
between 70 and 75 degrees 1x3 degrees and further on (by Presagis Canada Inc. and Presagis
USA Inc. (2012a)).
The CDB specification relies on a top-level tile structure designed to organize the data for efficient
access in real-time. The confluence of digital multi-spectral high-resolution satellite imagery
and highly capable visual systems has created a wide range of capabilities. As a result, recent
environment databases are built to take advantage of these new capabilities, but require more
storage.
The geographic granularity is at the tile level while the information granularity is at the dataset
level. As a result, the CDB storage structure permits flexible and efficient updates due to the
different levels of granularity to store and retrieve the information.
Layers
The ordered structure of the different information is divided into layers. They are notionally in-
dependent of one another, so changes in one layer have no impact to other layers. The layering
mechanism improves the efficiency of the client-devices since they need only access (and be
aware) to the datasets that are relevant to them according to the prescribed level of detail.
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Levels-of-Detail
To increase the performance of the simulation laboratories, the system of Level of Detail (LOD)
is an attractive tool. Usually the original scenes contains thousands of polygons, which is in
most cases not necessary to apply (Riegler, 2001). If the object is far away from the viewer’s
position, it is possible to reduce the amount of polygons of the model to save processing time
(Lou et al., 2003). Much less geometric and texture detail is quite sufficient at a big range for
most simulators, taking into account that for a helicopter simulator this principle does not work.
For instance, the user in a first person game is not able to look far away, that the background
resolution could be reduced quite quickly to save computation resources. The same with a fixed-
wing aircraft. Because of the flight altitude, usually it is not possible to recognize the objects
on the ground, so the resolution could be reduced here, too. But a helicopter is somewhere
in-between. These adjustments will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6 about the settings
in Vega Prime. More information concerning the LOD topic is available in Rodriguez et al. (2010).
The Earth is tiled in a fixed number of slices, whereby the length of an earth slice decreases with
an increasing latitude (see Fig. 3.0.3) (Presagis Canada Inc. and Presagis USA Inc., 2012a).
Fig. 3.0.3: The tiled and layered structure of the CDB specification (by Presagis Canada Inc. and
Presagis USA Inc. (2012a, p. 1/35)).
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3.1 HISTORY
3.1.1 History of Flight Simulation
The history of development of flight simulators goes back to the beginning of the last century.
Adorian et al. (1979), Baarspul (1990) and Page (2000) show the evolution of implementing a
flight simulator. After the developing of manned flight, the importance of pilot training increased
and first devices were developed. Figure 3.1.1 and Figure 3.1.2 show the first synthetic flight
simulator in 1910, named the Antoinette Trainer, consisting of two half-sections of a barrel to
present the pitch and roll motion of an aircraft. The task of the pilot was to line up a reference
bar with the horizon (Baarspul, 1990).
Fig. 3.1.1: The Antoinette Trainer (Source:
North American Museum of Flight Simula-
tion).
Fig. 3.1.2: The first synthetic flight device
(Source: M. Branger Photo-Presse via Sci-
ence Reference Services).
The First and the Second World War advanced the development and research in building flight
simulators as well as devices to help in the assessment of the competence of pilots enormously.
The development covered from electrical actuators (which replaced the human actuators) through
pneumatic bellows to a first visual presentation on a loop of film. In the 1930s, the most suc-
cessful devices were the Link Trainers with roll, pitch and yaw movements as well as using
pneumatic mechanisms. A lot of mechanical devices provided more realistic behaviour of this
simulators than ever before. Likewise the simulation for instrument flight training were estab-
lished to improve blind flying. For military purposes these Trainers were very interesting and the
Second World War would not be imaginable without the Link Trainers for the major air forces, be-
cause they were doing their basic instrument training as well as testing supporting devices. The
community realised the need for training, so the use of simulation had been well established and
the simulators had gradually acquired extra features. The development of new aircraft designs
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in a more complex way made the use of simulators as well as the new technologies in them
indispensable. Thus the development of electrical simulators were not long in coming. Since the
late 1930s the technology was based on electrical methods. Also the development of analogue
computers were advantageous to the simulation process. This enabled a closer correspondence
with the behaviour of actual navigational aids. After the years of conflict, the production of simu-
lators, especially the Link C-11 jet trainer (see Fig. 3.1.3), with a fixed base platform was growing
and thousands of them were sold within a contract of the U.S Air Force.
Fig. 3.1.3: The Link C-11 jet trainer, for which the company developed its own electronic analogue
computer (Source: Molloy and Knott (1941))
Over the years the technology has been improved and capabilities have been increased. More
complete data were produced to perform more extensive flight testing, visual systems were
introduced and requirements for driving motion were developed. This implied that the resources
of the analogue computer were no longer sufficient for this amount of demands.
This changed with the development of programmable electronic digital computers in the 1950s,
which were already partially appropriated for flight simulation, because of improved flexibility,
repeatability as well as standardisation (Adorian et al., 1979). Unfortunately the real-time flight
simulation still wasn’t satisfactory, because of poor arithmetic and input/output capabilities. Not
until the late 1960s digital computer technology was able to cope with the variety of requirements
for the real-time simulation. In this time even the capabilities concerning motion bases were
increased. So in 1969 the Delft University of Technology introduced a first 3 DOF motion system
(roll, pitch and yaw) with hydraulic mechanisms which the 6 DOF system followed in 1977.
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Nowadays the visual scenery played an important role and is an issue of current interest, too.
The out-of-the-window visual scene provides the student a more realistic way of flying. Over
the years a lot of visual systems were created to give the illusion of flying high. Adorian et al.
(1979), Baarspul (1990) and Page (2000) explain the most important developments over the last
decades. Among others the point-light source projection, an anamorphic system named VAMP
as well as first Computer Image Generation (CGI) systems. The significance of the visualisation
is higher than ever before. Using the advanced technology nowadays it is not only a visualisation
of simple pictures with high resolution. These days it is possible to implement on-demand virtual
displays to test assistance systems for real-world applications to increase in air traffic security
and to keep costs to a minimum, that international standards have now been agreed for flight
simulators.
Current systems can produce images of night, with dusk and daylight, show effects such as fog
and cloud covers, using resolutions of up to 32 million pixels (4 times HD) like the Constant Res-
olution Visual System (CRVS) of the company Boeing2. Modern simulators can employ texture
maps, photographic images of real ground detail, texturing, height above terrain information and
moving models. All these features can be manipulated in real-time, at frame update rates from
30 to 70 Hz. A point is reached in flying training, where all conversion and recurrent training can
be conducted in a simulator, so the pilot of one aircraft type can be cross trained to another,
without ever actually having flown the real target aircraft.
3.1.2 History of CDB
The development of the CDB was encouraged by the American Military. After an unsuccessful
mission (see Fig 3.1.4) named "Operation Eagle Claw" in 1980 carried out by insufficient trained
helicopter pilots, the US Military ordered the creation of an elite corps, the US Army Special
Operations Aviation Regiment (the 160th SOAR) for specific missions. The plan of "Operation
Eagle Claw" was ambitious and complex with many components like various involvement of
multiple military operators and links. Mechanical failures in three helicopters led to the decision
to abort the mission as well as a collision between aircraft during the withdrawal phase caused
an explosion that killed eight soldiers (Fong, 2002).
In the early 1990s this Regiment developed more and more systems to improve the virtual sce-
narios in the field of Mission Planning (MP) and Mission Rehearsal (MR). More capable versions
2http://boeing.mediaroom.com/index.php?s=43&item=2511,accessed 15.11.2013
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Fig. 3.1.4: Some of the helicopter wracks of the "Operation Eagle Claw" in central Iran back in
1980 were hit by a sandstorm and crashed. Source: http://sofrep.com/14109/sfs-contribution-to-
operation-eagle-claw/, accessed 16.07.2013
of tactical terrain visualisation system were integrated in the military machines as well as the
training visualisation capabilities increase on the Combat Mission Simulator. Intensive repetitive
labour was required to load and modify the databases. At the time this resulted in incongruous,
incomplete, and closed DB formats which led to important configuration control challenges re-
sulting in the need for the synchronisation of incompatible DB revisions. The entire process was
very expensive and time-consuming because of off-line compilation. Additionally, the databases
were fixed in format size and capacity which resulted in inflexibility when dealing with the data.
This lack hindered the process of dealing with changes arising from aircraft upgrades or changes
required to reflect more up to-date reality data. To this end, a new standard, the CDB, is being
developed to provide for all simulator sub-systems a single synthetic representation of the entire
world in runtime format to deal with various participants in a mission (Lalonde, 2005).
3.2 WORLDWIDE DATABASE
The CDB topic is a formidable solution within the WWDB. It is a great advantage when testing
and evaluating devices in a simulator, if the virtual world will not stop at the horizon. For this
purpose, the WWDB as a synthetic database delivers contents in form of elevation and imagery
data around the globe in low resolution, but with a unique appearance. The WWDB is scalable
and extensible with information in the CDB format, so more information can be added or replaced
to define higher resolution areas in the WWDB database. Figure 3.2.1 and Figure 3.2.2 show the
difference between the two kinds of virtual environment. Figure 3.2.1 shows the CDB without
integration in the WWDB and the blue horizon meanwhile the CDB in Figure 3.2.2 is embedded
in the WWDB without ending at the horizon.
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Fig. 3.2.1: The normal rendered geotile with
no more information at the horizon. The vir-
tual world has ended.
Fig. 3.2.2: The WWDB promises a flying over
the whole world with no borders an end. All
images fit smoothly together.
The WWDB is organized into different zones. Each zone represents various types of features to
represent the special geographic location. Therefore a library structure is implemented to refer
the features to the specific region.
3.3 SOFTWARE
For the generation of CDB database different software packages of various companies such as
US SOCOM, ASTARS, Presagis, CAE, Q3D, FSI (Vital-IX), IAI/Tiltan, Diamond Visionics can be
used. Because of the open, public-domain specification, the CDB can be used by any software
which is able to deal with the CDB format.
Creator TerraVista VegaPrime
Modelling Terrain Generation and Compilation Rendering
Fig. 3.3.1: These software packages are integrated in the workflow to get the CDB working.
For this project the software packages by the Canadian company Presagis were used (see the
software workflow in Fig. 4.2.1).
Creator is the 3D modelling software for design real-time 3D content for simulations. It provides
the opportunity to create and edit models quickly and in an organized manner. A software error in
the simulation software Vega Prime makes it necessary to use the Creator software to remove all
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LODs before the models will be visible in the simulation. Creator is able to display the OpenFlight
format with all the nodes and groups to remove the LODs completely in a structured and hence
compatible way (see Chap. 4).
Fig. 3.3.2: The hierarchy mode allows it to influence the nodes and the group of the model, the
existing geometry.
The main software discussed in this thesis is Terra Vista Version 13. Terra Vista generates highly
realistic terrain databases with raster datasets, vectors and 3D models. This software provides
the opportunity to design the CDB database among many others. The interface offers a clear
view with a lot of configuration options. Nevertheless the software Graphical User Interface (GUI)
becomes confusing for the user, because of the innumerable options for different properties of
the terrain and models. The result is a CDB output, which can be integrated in Vega Prime, a
software to configure, create and deploy advanced simulation applications.
3.4 CDB ARCHITECTURE IN VEGA PRIME
The generation of a real-time simulation is a tedious and complex task. Therefore the software
Vega Prime is used, because of its versatility. Vega Prime is an interface between the data-
processing and the real-time simulation in the HMI laboratory in the sense of an Application
Programmer Interface (API). Using the GUI called LynX Prime, it is possible to configure the
adjustments without writing code. The programmer interface means that the functionality to ex-
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tend special modules is always provided by implementing own modules as well as the software
providing custom libraries for code development. LynX Prime uses Application Configuration
File (ACF) format (in Extensible Mark-up Language (XML)) to modify the datasets. The results
are represented in a dynamic active preview window that shows changes immediately.
The implementation of CDB dataset with the GUI of LynX Prime has the advantage that it re-
duces development, update and configuration management time. CDB databases are loaded
and organised as tiled datasets. Different modules are available to handle the various kinds of
data which a CDB consists of.
Fig. 3.4.1: The construction of the CDB Architecture to be able to see the data in Vega Prime.
Before Vega Prime is able to deal with the CDB data, a transformation is necessary. The data can
not be loaded directly from the repository on disk, because of the different structure of the CDB.
Instead of polygons, the terrain is stored as grid as well as the vector information in the form of
shape files. Therefore the RTP is responsible. This authority loads the CDB data and writes it in
the readable format, so Vega Prime is able to handle the data (see Fig. 3.4.1). It is necessary
to start the RTP before loading the CDB database into the Vega Prime application (see Appendix
Fig. B.1.1). The CDB data server acquires the data from the disk and provides it for all RTPs. The
CDB data server has to run on the same system where the CDB data is stored, or both have to
be located in the same network. Vega Prime is able to distribute the CDB processes to maximize
computing resources at each stage of the system, which is an absolute highlight and comes only
with the CDB. Likewise it is possible to run the CDB data server, the RTP and Vega Prime on
separate systems, communicating over the network to provide the data on any simulator. For
this issue multiple RTPs can communicate with the same CDB data server, and multiple clients
can communicate with the same RTP to provide for instance a multi-channel image generator
system (see Appendix Fig. B.2.1).
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4 CDB COMPLIANT MODELS
It is necessary to prepare the 3D models for the CDB database that they become CDB compliant
to run efficiently with the RTP. Unfortunately through a software error in the Vega Prime viewer
all the LOD levels have to be removed. To look into the structure of these models, the software
Creator is a helpful tool. With this modelling software it is possible to look into the group and
nodes of an OpenFlight data format to edit them for deleting all the LODs.
4.1 OPENFLIGHT R©
The OpenFlight database format was created by the MultiGen-Paradigm Inc. (nowadays Presagis)
and is suitable for real-time software applications. The format supports LODs, DOFs, sound
and animation sequences as well as texture mapping and many other useful features ((Presagis
Canada Inc. and Presagis USA Inc., 2009). The hierarchy of the database is organised logical in
different groups in a tree structure. Every group has nodes, which could have child and sibling
nodes. These nodes are subdivided into three kind of classes: container, geometry and vertex
nodes. LOD is an example for a container node. It defines the particular visual behaviour inside
the nodes, more precisely the range of distances from the point of view. The geometry nodes
define the properties of the models such as colour, material and texture. There are two main
geometry nodes, the face and the mesh node. The vertex nodes are the content of the geometry
nodes and form the particular elements of an object. A polygon or face can be built by collecting
all vertex nodes together under a geometry node, i.e. a face node.
This logical order of nodes shows the complexity of such an OpenFlight database. They are
difficult to process in open source or commercial software packages other than Presagis software
tools. Many software providers, commercial and open source, are not able to deal with the full
hierarchical tree structure of such a database (for example Blender as well as Autodesk software
tools like Maya and 3D Studio Max).
Table 4.1.1 shows the different kind of nodes which are typical for an OpenFlight model. The
container nodes group all the objects logically to make it easier to manipulate the database.
The group node IDs are colour-coded red in the hierarchy view of Creator. The geometry nodes
contain all the surfaces in terms of polygons and meshes made up of vertices. The objects
appear in green colour in the hierarchy view and the default object IDs start with "o". Last but not
least the vertex nodes, which represent coordinate points in the database and build the faces.
They are reflecting the colour assigned to the face and start with "p" in front of the code (Presagis
Canada Inc. and Presagis USA Inc., 2013).
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Tab. 4.1.1: The OpenFlight Nodes and its Hierarchy
Node Kind Property
Container Node
Level of Detail Node switching mode addicted to the distance;
switching in different types of details
Switch Node selecting different geometries based on differ-
ent events such as different stages of dam-
ages
Degree of Freedom Node sets up simple animations like helicopter ro-
tors, wheels turning or doors opening; making
things move
Light Point System Node sets light points into group to deal with them
simultaneously
Clipping Region Node restricts the display area of its descendants;
often used for model instruments
Geometry Node
Polygon Node the collection of polygons form an object and
appear as object node in the hierarchy view
Mesh Node all faces with same attributes below the se-
lected object node combine into a single
mesh; DOF, LOD, Light source or Subface
nodes will be deleted
Vertex Node
Faces will be formed by a collection of ordered,
coplanar vertices
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4.2 DELETING OF THE LEVEL OF DETAILS
Creator supports the company’s own exclusive format well. With the software it is possible to
look into the hierarchical tree structure of the model to see the different classes of nodes (as
mentioned before: container, geometry and vertex node) and geometries.
Fig. 4.2.1: Image of a node hierarchy to show the LOD node, which have to be deleted.
The Figure 4.2.1 shows the different kinds of nodes. The header node is essential and the basis
for the OpenFlight model. It will be generated automatically for each new file and contains
information such as database units, creation and modification dates as well as terrain projection
parameters. This node cannot be deleted.
Especially for the building of a CDB the group nodes containing important information to make
the OpenFlight model compatible to the CDB Specification. Therefore the FACC code is linked
into the group node and it has to be treated with caution.
The group nodes are followed by the LOD nodes. Figures 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 show the difference
between the switching in the levels of detail. Figure 4.2.3 shows much higher detail than Figure
4.2.2. Usually, the higher level of detail will be used to switch in shorter distances to the object.
Because of the unsupported LOD function in the Vega Prime Viewer the switching nodes have
to be deleted (see Figure 4.2.4).
Now the models are prepared to use them in Terra Vista for building a CDB database.
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Fig. 4.2.2: The selected LOD node appears
in white boxes and shows the lower level of
detail of the house.
Fig. 4.2.3: The node has switched to the
higher level of detail and the house appears
with more detail.
Fig. 4.2.4: The LOD node can be deleted by selecting it and pressing delete.
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5 TERRAIN GENERATION
The CDB database was built with the software Terra Vista (Version 13). With this software,
specific settings can be made to generate a CDB output for a virtual world. For this project, the
elevation data are obtained from various resources. The main resource of data obtained from the
Satellite Pour l’Observation de la Terre (SPOT), Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) 2 and a
smaller amount obtained from DGM25_DT2, SRTM1 and DTED1_NGA. The Figure 5.0.1 shows
which data source is used in the area of interest, the Alps. In combination with the Figure 5.0.2
it is possible to point out the accuracy of the used geo tiles. The data obtained from the SRTM2
is associated with the highest accuracy (six metres) and it is apparent that the data accuracy in
the mountains Alps is more than 18 m. Further orthophotos are used by Land Surveying and
Geo-Information Bavaria in the simulation with a ground resolution of 20 cm.
Fig. 5.0.1: The elevation data generated by
SPOT and the higher resolved data by SRTM.
Fig. 5.0.2: The highest accuracy is at six me-
tres and the lowest at more than 18 m.
Fig. 5.0.3: Legend for Figure 5.0.1. Fig. 5.0.4: Legend for Figure 5.0.2.
Various import formats are available for generating a CDB. In Section 5.1 the most common ones
are listed. In the Appendix, the Table C.1 gives an overview of possible import formats.
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5.1 IMPORT
At the beginning a dialog box for import will open to create a new project (see Fig. 5.1.1). It is a
helpful tool to import source data. Firstly the new project has to be named and saved.
Fig. 5.1.1: The window
pops up by starting a
new project for helping
the user to import source
data.
In the next step the output data format has to be chosen. The unwanted visual output database
types have to be placed on the left-hand side by the arrow. The aim is to build a CDB database,
this is way the CDB item has to be placed on the right-hand side (see Fig. 5.1.6).
Fig. 5.1.2: Choosing the desired output for-
mat, which is in this case the CDB database
and has to be placed on the right-hand side.
Fig. 5.1.3: The input mask to import different
types of data like elevation, imagery, vector
data as well as 3D models.
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The following view shows the input mask to import source data like elevation, culture, imagery,
models and texture (see Fig. 5.1.3). All the necessary data will be loaded step by step. The
imported data will be converted and saved for reloading the project. This will be placed in the
project folder as a sub-folder named "convert". Elevation should be selected at the data type
drop-down menu. The possible data formats for import are listed and can be chosen by pressing
the "Select data" button. The most common data source formats for elevation are shown and
explained in Table 5.1.1.
Tab. 5.1.1: Most common elevation data input formats
Abbreviation Name Properties
*.dem Digital Elevation Model Can be represented as a raster or as a TIN;
commonly built by remote sensing techniques,
but also from land surveying
*.dtx1 Digital Terrain Elevation Data Consists of a matrix of terrain elevation values;
height above the EGM96 and not the WGS84
ellipsoid
*.tif GeoTIFF Metadata standard; allow georeferencing infor-
mation embedded within a TIFF file
*.img IMG ERDAS Elevation Data format of ERDAS, which stores continu-
ous or thematic raster data
Terra Vista converts all the incoming elevation file formats of BIL, GRID ASCII and GRID Float
DEM in the TERREX HeightMap format (*.thm), because it accommodates much larger files.
The structure is more organised, so the software is able to build the elevation data faster.
The needed elevation file has to be chosen and opened. The same procedures have to be done
with the culture and imagery data, before clicking the next button. The most important file
formats are listed in Table 5.1.2 and Table 5.1.3 as well for the last mentioned categories.
1x stands for the different numbers from 1 to 4, which describes the different resolutions
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Tab. 5.1.2: Most common vector data input formats
Abbreviation Name Properties
*.dat Elevation Points Most common in the form of xyz values; create
point features
*.shp ESRI Shapefiles Vector file format of the ESRI family. Contains
point, linear and areal features. The shapefiles
contain no projection, but will include extent
information
Tab. 5.1.3: Most common imagery data input formats
Abbreviation Name Properties
*.img IMG ERDAS Data format of ERDAS, which stores continu-
ous or thematic raster data
*.ecw ECW Wavelet-based image compression format is a
mathematical and compressed description of
the original image; contain no georeference
header information; just for re-import into Terra
Vista; size limitation
*.jp2 JPEG 2000 Format that supports georeferencing; its a
wavelet compression format for use of large
geospecific imagery; has no size limitation;
open source
*.tif GeoTIFF Metadata standard; allow georeferencing infor-
mation embedded within a TIFF file; combines
both image data and geographic coding infor-
mation
*.bmp Bitmap Collection of bits that form an image; image
consists of a matrix of individual pixels
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As well Terra Vista converts all the incoming vector file formats in the Vector format (*.vec) to
use the data in multiple projects and make the reimport easier.
Terra Vista converts all the imagery file formats in the wavelet-based image compression format
(*.ecw) or JPEG 2000 (*.jp2).The formats contain no georeferencing information. The compres-
sion will improve the loading time for next import. If a CDB database is already existing, the data
could be imported by clicking on the tab "Import CDB".
Then the projection will be defined. There are three different types of projection selectable:
• Projected
(UTM):
describes the Earth in a 2-D Cartesian coordinate system (x,y)
• Geographic
(Flat Earth):
each coordinate is given by a latitude/longitude value relative to an ellipsoid
model of the Earth
• Geocentric: data is available in a true three-dimensional coordinate system (x,y,z)
Usually the imported file such as GEOTIFF contains the georeference information, that the pro-
jection will be logged automatically. In this case the map projection should be geographic with
the map datum WGS84, Flat Earth, which refers to an orthographic projection. The map datum
defines the position of the spheroid relative to the center of the earth.
More information about map datum, projections and latitude/longitude in Clynch (2006), Kennedy
et al. (2000) and Torge (2001).
The building of a CDB requires an entire geotile (one by one degree and will vary in metres
depending on the location in the world). This is covered more extensively in Section 5.2.1 along
with the expansion of the gaming area. The resolution of the gaming area could be made more
precise using 0.5 degree x 0.5 degree.
After these steps, the data can be imported and loaded in the "Data Sources" window. This list
allows the disabling and enabling of specific information for loading it into the editor. With right-
mouse click on the "Source Data Library", the loaded data can be seen in the middle of the GUI
(right-mouse click on the needed data and selecting "open all to new editor"). Repeating with all
loaded datasets by adding them to the active editor.
On the right-hand side of the GUI an empty window is shown with the tabs "Properties" and
"Layers". By clicking on the tab "Layers", a layered structure of the imported dataset is visible.
The layers are arranged in reversed order. The top layer is at the bottom of the list, whereas
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the lowest layer is at the top of the structure. The order of the layer structure can be changed
by clicking the right-mouse button. Likewise the opacity of these layers can be changed, the
visibility and the selective control (Fig.5.1.4).
Fig. 5.1.4: The layer structure in Terra Vista with the opacity control. On the left-hand side of the
GUI the elevation data is visible, whereas on the right-hand side the imagery is overlaid with a
high opacity.
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If the data is imported, different settings can be adjust in the "Project" Tab. There are three
opportunities to edit the settings:
Database Design
Under this menu it is possible to set different parameters to define the design of the output such
as the projection, the terrain, the gaming area and their division. The projection was set during
the import process. The default terrain parameters for this case are not important, because the
uncovered area will be filled with low resolution images to ensure a full coverage.
Fig. 5.1.5: The entry dialogue for the extents of the
gaming area.
Gaming Area Calculator: these extents
define which area will be compiled.
Usually the gaming area should cover
the whole geotile. By choosing auto-
calculate, the area will be set up to the
imported source data.
Fig. 5.1.6: The entry dialogue for the generation of
terrain database.
Polygon Calculator: This tool is used
to adjust the terrain data for graphical
issues of the computer resources by
calculating tiles and polygons for effi-
ciency and LOD control.
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Geospecific imagery is quite often very large. Terra Vista resamples these images and broke
them in smaller pieces like 256 x 256 texels per tile, that hardware platforms are able to deal
with it. That means the final textures in the CDB will have a different texture resolution than the
original images.
Terra Vista automatically resamples the geospecific images and extracts a subset of texels to
keep a good performance and efficiency of the CDB. How the area of high-resolution terrain will
be represented depends on the block size and the number of LODs (see equation 5.1). In a
database with 4096 m block size, two LODs ( four high-resolution tiles x and y) (equation 5.2),
the high-resolution tile size corresponds to 1024 x 1024 m (equation 5.3). :
High Resolution Tile Size =
Block Size
Number of LODs in x and y
(5.1)
High Resolution Tile Size =
4096 m
2 · 2
(5.2)
High Resolution Tile Size = 1024 m (5.3)
To find the effective texture resolution for the resampled images, equation 5.4 can be applied
by using the previously determined high-resolution texture tile size of 1024 x 1024 m and a set
texture size of 256 x 256 texels (equation 5.5). An effective texture resolution of four m per texel
(equation 5.6) can be reached with these adjustments.
Effective Texture Resolution =
High Resolution Tile Size
Numbers of Texels per Tile
(5.4)
Effective Texture Resolution =
1024 m
256texel
(5.5)
Effective Texture Resolution = 4 m per texel (5.6)
The Block Size: controls the size of each block in the gaming area, whereby it defines the tile size
of the lowest level of detail. Because Terra Vista produces quad-tree levels of detail, four tiles
in each higher level of detail cover the same area as one tile in a lower level of detail quad-tree
level. The smaller the size of the block tiles, the more images need to be loaded and output in
and out of memory at runtime. CDB needs to build an entire geotile as mentioned before, which
is one by one degree, and will vary in metres depending on where the area is built in the world
(see Subsection 5.2.1).
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Note:
• Decreasing the block size in the Polygon Calculator window means an increasing of the
effective texture resolution. For example changing block size from 4096 x 4096 m to 1024
x 1024 m can enhance the effective texture resolution up to 75 percent.
• It is also possible to increase the number of texels from 256 x 256 texels up to 1024 x
1024 texels to get enhanced resolution, but increasing the number of texels may not be
practical, because it could overload the system hardware.
• Image ordering can be applied to define preferences for high-quality images over low-quality
images. The lower an image file is listed at the "Data Sources" tab, the higher the priority
of this file.
• The software developers recommend to use 1024 x 1024 m with the currently available
hardware resources.
• LOD are not necessary, because the CDB will determine the amount of layers to the output
based on the source data. So simply set the number of LODs to "1". In Section 6.2 the
suggested settings are explained to realise a great switching in distances in CDB in the
Vega Prime software.
Output Configurations
The Output Configurations window lays the foundations for the export procedure. Some impor-
tant settings have to be made by choosing the CDB format. Firstly the Output Path has to be
defined, where the CDB file should be saved. Likewise the required output datasets can be
activated by selecting the check boxes. All the default settings may be maintained.
Note:
• It is important to check the box "Integrated 2D models" in the Extension window, so that
linear objects, like roads and river-streams, will be generated.
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Project Parameters
The settings of the Project Parameters might seem complex at first glance. Here are some
important changes mentioned, otherwise the default settings may be kept.
Tab Import:
In the "Import" tab the destination of the converted files can be chosen. Terra Vista writes its own
files, as mentioned before, to provide a faster import for the next time working with the project.
The default destination is the CDB folder\convert\...\.The model orientation can be adjusted in
the 3D default parameters and more importantly the type of representation, which should be
mostly GeoTypical. One advantage of resampling is the compression of the imagery files during
import. So it is necessary to check the box "Auto compress imagery on import". Two compression
formats can be chosen in the drop-down menu : *.ecw or *.jp2. For more information see
Table 5.1.3 or at the website http://ermapper.com and http://www.jpeg.org/jpeg2000/(accessed
13.12.2013). The default settings can be accepted for the remaining part.
Note:
• There is a huge and important difference between geotypical and geospecific models for
the performance of the CDB during the rendering process.
• Objects are defined as geotypical, if they are used to populate an area quickly and they
are generic like houses, trees, schools and so on. Geotypical models would be for any
model, that would be used multiple times. This will save on memory as they only have to
be instanced once in the RTP (like the same tree model that would be used over and over
again in an area).
• Geospecific objects are unique models like specific buildings. They exist just once world-
wide like the Eiffel Tower in Paris, the 30 St Mary Axe Tower in London or the Great Sphinx
of Giza. If a geospecific model is to be output multiple times, then the model will be
generated every time and appears several times in the CDB output.
Tab Export:
Here it is important to make certain to look at the field of the OpenFlight Version. Equal with
Section 4.2 it is important to know in which version the OpenFlight models had to be saved to
ensure compatibility. Otherwise the models will not be visible.
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Resources
The resources menu linked the source data with the input data. New paths can be added and
older ones deleted. The Source Path Editor is a helpful tool for finding input data which is not
linked with the resource paths. It can be used to detect and remove errors before starting the
compilation process.
Health
This tool also helps to detect inconsistencies in the project and should be used before building
the database. Firstly it tests if the input data has access to the source data and if so the window
validates it with a green colour. Then the accessibility to the vector features and particularly
the selectors with the Feature Analysis and Coding Convention (FACC) codes will be tested. Of
course, if the results of this examination are positive again, the window will appear in green
colour. If there are inconsistencies an orange colour and the incorrect path appear. By clicking
on it, the error can be resolved.
Recycle Bin
Every deleted file in the project will be moved to the trash. Here the possibility is given to restore
deleted files, but on the other hand more effort is needed to delete the no longer required files
again.
Note:
• From time to time it is necessary to look into the recycle bin to delete unnecessary files.
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5.2 DATABASE GENERATION PROCESS
Terra Vista provides a lot of useful tools to create, modify and delete the raw terrain data. Differ-
ent editors are available for describing the area of interest, editing the vector and the elevation
data. The area of interest is determined with the Gaming Area Editor. It is important to set the
gaming area correctly above the source data, so the area of interest can be output. Likewise, if
the source data is larger than the area of interest, the wanted output area can be determined by
modifying the area of interest. The Vector Editor is another useful tool. Point, lines and areas can
be created, modified and deleted. The imported vector data itself can be modified with this tool,
too, to edit, for example, some mistakes in the raw vector data. The same function assumes the
Elevation Editor to modify the elevation data. With this tool the terrain can be raised and flattered
as well as the terrain can be smoothed. These useful tools will be discussed in detail in the next
sections.
5.2.1 Gaming Area
The gaming area is defined by different sizes of geotiles, because the earth model is divided
into slices. Each tile will vary depending on which zone the latitude of the slice belongs. This
is because each longitude on the earth has to deal with Earth’s curvature, which is visible at a
height of ten km above ground for aircraft. In Terra Vista this is named the CDB Geocell. This
cells always have a height of one degree, but the value varies depending on the latitude (see
Figure 3.0.2). It is important to set the gaming area correctly, so the built area is visible in the
viewer afterwards. The Gaming Area consists of at least one block, which can be divided into
multiple blocks of different sizes. The location of the area is automatically calculated based on
the imported elevation data.
Manching is located at Longitude: E 11◦30′ Latitude: N 48◦43′ that the block size is adjusted at
one by one degree as can be seen from Table 5.2.1.
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Tab. 5.2.1: Size of CDB geocell per zone (by Presagis Canada Inc. and Presagis USA Inc. (2012a))
CDB
Zone
Latitude Range (Degrees) CDB Geocell Size(◦ Lat x ◦ Lon) Number of DTEDGeocells
0 -90 ≤ lat < -89 1 x 12 12
1 -89 ≤ lat < -80 1 x 6 6
2 -80 ≤ lat < -75 1 x 4 4
3 -75 ≤ lat < -70 1 x 3 3
4 -70 ≤ lat < -50 1 x 2 2
5 -50 ≤ lat <+50 1 x 1 1
6 +50 ≤ lat <+70 1 x 2 2
7 +70 ≤ lat <+75 1 x 3 3
8 +75 ≤ lat <+80 1 x 4 4
9 +80 ≤ lat <+89 1 x 6 6
10 +89 ≤ lat <+90 1 x 12 12
The extent of the gaming area will be defined in the Gaming Area Calculator as mentioned in
Figure 5.1.6. Because of the one degree by one degree regulation the extent has to be set for
Manching:
West: 11◦
North: 49◦
East: 12◦
South: 48◦
The source data with high-resolution images just provide a coverage for this extent:
North/West Latitude: 48◦54′36′′ Longitude: 11◦21′36′′
North/East Latitude: 48◦54′0′′ Longitude: 11◦46′12′′
South/East Latitude: 48◦30′36′′ Longitude: 11◦44′24′′
South/West Latitude: 48◦31′12′′ Longitude: 11◦20′24′′
In the Appendix Figure C.2.1 clarifies the difference between the geocell coverage and the source
data coverage figuratively. The remaining space between the source coverage and the geocell
with an one by one degree coverage is empty. For that the WWDB with low-resolution images
is used to fill the gaps.
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Figure 5.2.1 shows the high-resolution area of Manching covered with vector information.The
remaining part is filled with low resolution images from the WWDB (see Section 3.2) to cover
one geocell at this latitude (see Figure 5.2.2).
Fig. 5.2.1: This is the whole gaming area. The
source data is just a small part, the remaining
part is filled with low resolution images.
Fig. 5.2.2: The Gaming Area Calculator
shows the extent for the area Manching at
the Latitude: −50◦ ≤ Lat < 50◦.
The gaming area can be divided into different sizes of blocks, which will influence the scaling
of the imagery in the output. The block size can be reduced to whole fractions of a degree (for
example making it 0.5 x 0.5 or 0.025 x 0.025) depending on the resolution of the imagery. The
smaller the block size, the higher will be the scaling of the imagery in the output. Section 5.1
with the equations 5.1 and 5.4 will help to choose the right block size. If the block size has been
incorrectly entered, a warning as a yellow triangle with an exclamation mark appears. By clicking
"Repair" the software searches appropriate values nearest the entered ones within acceptable
tolerances.
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5.2.2 Vector Data
The vector dataset was provided in ESRI R© Shapefile format for the project and was imported
without conversion. For the CDB output each vector file has to be classified according to the CDB
Specification. "[This] Specification is an open synthetic environment database specification [...] to
produce a unified synthetic representation of the world [...]." (Presagis3 (accessed 16.12.2013)).
Each vector feature gets its own FACC code to organise the culture features into the hierarchy
of the CDB Specification. Three different kinds of vector types can be distinguished and will be
discussed in the following subsections.
5.2.2.1 Point
The point data can be imported as the ESRI R© Shapefile format or own point data can be produced
with the Vector Editor. On the left-hand side of the GUI in the Data Sources window the Culture
Data has to be selected, so that the Vector Editor is visible in the ribbon.
Fig. 5.2.3: Points can be created by clicking
with the left mouse button.
Fig. 5.2.4: The new points have to be saved
as AD010_windpark.vec.
The Editor allows generating different kinds of vector data: points, lines and areas. By selecting
the "Points" button points can be drawn, whereby the location of them is displayed on the right
bottom corner of the GUI (Fig. 5.2.3). These points are stored temporarily until they have saved
as an own dataset in the *.vec format. Therefore all the points have to be selected by clicking on
"Vectors" in the ribbon of the Vector Editor and drawing a rectangle around the points, by moving
the mouse while at the same time holding down the left mouse button. All selected points will
be stored by clicking on the "New" button in the ribbon (Fig. 5.2.4).
3http://www.presagis.com
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Fig. 5.2.5: The layer ad010_windpark.vec con-
tains all the created point data, but there is no
model assigned.
Fig. 5.2.6: After assigning the new_windrad
model and the FACC code to the points, the
software is able to output 3D models.
The points are saved in an independent file and can be used in other software programs, too.
As a result a new layer named ad010_windpark.vec is added in the "Layers" window on the right-
hand side of the GUI (Fig. 5.2.5). Figure 5.2.6 shows the result after compiling by adding the
FACC code and the new_windrad model to the points (making the dataset CDB compliant). How
to add a model is explained in the next sections.
Import ESRI R© Shapefiles
The shapefile has to be chosen (see Figure 5.2.7) while importing the vector data and should be
added to the viewer to make the dataset visible (Figure 5.2.8).
Fig. 5.2.7: The import window offers the op-
portunity to import vector data in the shape-
file format.
Fig. 5.2.8: On the left-hand side the vector
dataset will be visible. By right-clicking the
data can be added to the active viewer.
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After these steps all the vector files of the same object have to be selected by drawing a rectangle
around them (Figure 5.2.9) while holding down the left mouse button to assign them a FACC
code, a standardised indexing code.
Fig. 5.2.9: The dataset will be selected by defining up a rectan-
gle.
FACC
"[The FACC code is a product of the Defence Geospatial Information Working Group (DGIWG),
which] [...] develops and maintains [...] the digital geospatial information (DGI) standards [...]
between the defence organizations [...]" (by DGIWG4). Every model has its own FACC code to
simplify the management of the library. So each model library is independent of its location and
can be accessed everywhere. The code can be understood as data dictionary of geographic
elements which can be found in a database structure, such like the FACC code database of the
DGIWG ( Defence Geospatial Information Working Group, 2000). The FACC code is designed by
a unique five-character code, whereby the first two characters correspond to alpha characters
and the last three ones numeric. The first character defines the feature category which could be:
4http://www.dgiwg.org/dgiwg/htm/about_DGIWG/about_dgiwg.htm (accessed 29.12.2013)
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Category Code Name
A Culture
B Hydrography
C Hypsography
D Physiography
E Vegetation
F Demarcation
G Aeronautical Information
I Cadastral
S Special Use (Dataset-specific)
Z General
The second alphabetic value defines the subcategory of the major category, whereby the fea-
ture will be defined more closely. The listing of these subcategories can be found in Defence
Geospatial Information Working Group (2000, p. 17). The last three values are numeric values
from 000 to 999. These numbers define the specific, unique type of feature.
All in all the vector data will be assigned by five characters, similar as a look up table, to describe
the various characteristics of objects e.g. buildings (Industry or Commercial). The table of Pre-
sagis Canada Inc. and Presagis USA Inc. (2012b, Appendix N) shows the various kinds of feature
styles and their FACC code with their Feature Sub-Code (FSC) to define various kinds of specific
objects, as well as the description of the objects to find the correct assignment for the vector
data.
The following example defines a classification of an imported point dataset in the category "Cul-
ture; Associated Industrial Structures" as a smokestack. According to the list in Presagis Canada
Inc. and Presagis USA Inc. (2012b, Appendix N), the point dataset gets the following assignment:
FACC: AF010 defines the point dataset as a smokestack
FSC: 0 one category of smokestacks, but no specific subcategories for various de-
signs are available
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Buildings
To illustrate the approach, a simple example will be used. After importing and selecting the point
dataset, the FACC and FSC codes will be assigned. Figure 5.2.10 and 5.2.11 show how to remove
the unnecessary information in a fast and simple way. As can be seen from Figure 5.2.10 the
imported point dataset has been recognized as the type Point with an unknown or unassigned
code. The information of the source data will be visible by clicking on one of these points.
This information is unnecessary and can be deleted to create a well structured database. In
Figure 5.2.11 it is shown how to delete this information. It is possible to remove all attributes by
selecting all points and one simple right-click. Afterwards this has to be saved by clicking on the
layers tab on the bottom of this side-window. The changes have to be saved by right-clicking on
the imported vector data file.
Fig. 5.2.10: The selected points still don’t
have any code information. Just the meta-
data of the source files.
Fig. 5.2.11: By selecting them all, the unnec-
essary metadata information can be deleted
to build a clean database.
Now the classification process begins to build up a CDB database. The CDB FACC Code Dictio-
nary in the "Utility" ribbon has proven to be a helpful tool for identifying the correct classification
for an object. The imported object name is written in the input window and the related FACC
code is output. Figure 5.2.12 describes this step; in this case the code for the smokestack is
used. With this new information the necessary FACC code for the CDB database can be applied
to the point objects. By selecting all the points, the code can be applied in the attributes window.
In Figure 5.2.13 the table of attributes is visible with the Name: "code" on the left-hand side and
the Value: "AF010" on the right-hand side (Table 5.2.2 emphasises this again). Applying the FSC
code is not necessary here, because there is only one kind of smokestack model needed, which
will be imported in the next step.
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Fig. 5.2.12: The CDB FACC Code Dictionary
helps to find the correct code for the im-
ported vector data.
Fig. 5.2.13: All the objects got a FACC code
"AF010" for Smokestack. The FSC is not
needed here.
Tab. 5.2.2: Adjustments for the FACC code of the attribute table in the "Properties" window for
just one model
Name Value
code: AF010
As mentioned in Chap-
ter 4 it is necessary un-
til further notice to re-
move the LODs from the
models that they are suffi-
ciently visible in the Vega
Prime Viewer. There-
fore the models have to
be imported and con-
nected with the vector
data, which will be per-
formed by selectors of
the vector classification
process.
Fig. 5.2.14: The CDB FACC Code Dictionary helps to find the
correct code for the imported vector data.
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Note: Selector
• Terra Vista is able to use the se-
lector to connect the model with
the vector data to output the
needed model at the correct lo-
cation.
• To get the correct type of model,
the selectors have a list of con-
ditions, which were assigned to
the model previously.
• If these conditions coincide the
output of the model is valid other-
wise the model will be allocated
to the default selector "Catch all"
with default conditions.
Fig. 5.2.15: Each selector has its own conditions
which have to agree with the FACC code of the
model.
After importing the edited model "smokestack01_GT.flt" (Figure 5.2.16) and assigning the FACC,
it appears in the "Features" menu on the left-hand side of the GUI (Figure 5.2.17). By clicking
on the model a listing showed up, where different settings can be made. The colour of the box
can be changed to classify the object in different groups. For the smokestack the man-made
feature was chosen. Besides the box a small digit is written, which shows how many selectors
are connected with the model. In the next step the model will be connected with the vector
data.
Fig. 5.2.16: Import of the edited model to as-
sign it to the vector data to get a valid output
afterwards.
Fig. 5.2.17: Different settings for the model
can be adjusted at the "Features Design"
menu.
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The current associated feature style will be displayed by clicking on the digit beside the models
name. A green check mark indicates that the selector is enabled (Figure 5.2.18). By clicking
on them a new window pops up, the Vector Classification window, which can be found at the
"Home" ribbon as well. The model is located at the top of the tree of the point structure and has
to be ranged in the correct FACC code by cut (Figure 5.2.19) and paste.
Fig. 5.2.18: The digit shows the number of
connected selectors.
Fig. 5.2.19: The model will be added at the
top of the tree.
In Figure 5.2.20 the model will be pasted at the code AF (Industrial_structure)/AF010(smokestack).
Now the software is able to find the model at the correct location. That this connection is valid
can be tested by pressing the "Find matching Feature Styles" button in the "Properties" window
(Figure 5.2.21). If on the left-hand and right-hand side the same names are written the connection
is correct. To edit one of them the pencil leads to the referenced object.
Fig. 5.2.20: The edited model will be placed
at the correct FACC code using paste.
Fig. 5.2.21: If the Selector and the Feature
Style matches, the connection is correct.
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In Subsection 5.2.1 the general method of setting the gaming area was explained and will be
used for the smokestack. The geocell for Manching will be covered in tiles by a size of 0.015625
m x 0.015625 m consisting of 64 x 64 blocks. This size is used to reduce the compile time for
one tile containing the smokestack model to test the valid output.
In the "Home" ribbon the "Gaming Area" button will be selected. In the "Gaming Area Editor" the
"Select Blocks" button will be pressed and in default all blocks are selected and coloured red. But
the compilation of only one red block for testing issue is necessary. All blocks have to be marked,
so dotted lines appear around the tiles. Now the blocks should be removed from the next build
by clicking on the corresponding icon in the "Gaming Area Editor" ribbon. Next to this the add
button can be pressed to build the one selected tile of the gaming area (Fig. 5.2.22).
Fig. 5.2.22: Only one tile should be added to
the next build. At the "Home" ribbon just the
selected object can be built.
Fig. 5.2.23: After starting the 3D viewer, the
Open CDB window appears to choose the
wanted CDB database.
After finishing the compilation process the 3D Viewer in the "Home" ribbon has to be started to
see if the output is valid. A window (named Open CDB) opens with a path to the CDB output
which was specified in the "Project" Settings before (see Section 5.1, Output Configurations).
The data should be enabled (Fig. 5.2.23) to made them visible in the viewer.
The compilation process starts and a blue sky appears in the 3D Viewer. Only the selected tile of
the whole gaming area will be visible and mostly the user has to navigate to the built tile. In the
"Gaming Area Editor" ribbon the icon "Jump to Point" helps to find the tiny area by clicking in the
GUI in the area of interest. The 3D Viewer navigates to this location and the smokestack appears
(Fig. 5.2.24).
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Fig. 5.2.24: The 3D Model of the smokestack which is a valid CDB output will appear in the HMI
Laboratory.
This example shows how to connect the FACC code and the selector with just one model. But a
feature style with the specific conditions may very well consist of multiple models of the same
type. For example the different types of buildings of worship (here for example church01_GT.flt
and church02_GT.flt) of the standard database of Terra Vista with the same FACC code: AL015 and
subcategory code FSC:050. To keep the database ordered, it is possible to assign the same types
under one FACC code. Here it is necessary to extend the table of attributes in the "Properties"
menu with the Name: model and the Value: with the name of the church model. The Table 5.2.3
illustrates this.
Tab. 5.2.3: Adjustments for the FACC code of the attribute table in the "Properties" window for
multiple models
Name Value
code: AL015
fsc: 50
model: church01_GT.flt
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Figure 5.2.25 shows the use case with the applied model on the right-hand side in the "Proper-
ties" window. It is necessary that the software is able to detect the correct selector for this kind
of feature style. Using the same procedure as before the church model will be imported and cut
and pasted under the correct feature style (here AL015 FSC 050 : church). Adding a condition
is not necessary for the first model under this selector (as can be seen in Figure 5.2.26). In the
"Properties" window the selector and the feature style are matched for the first church model, so
the second one can be imported.
Fig. 5.2.25: The model has to be applied
in the attributes window to differentiate two
models for one feature style.
Fig. 5.2.26: In the Vector Classification win-
dow it is not necessary for the first church
model to apply a condition.
The second model with the same feature style, church02_GT.flt, will be added and the same
FACC code and subcategory code will be assigned as for the first church model (Fig. 5.2.27). The
selector of the model appears in the Vector Classification window on the top of the hierarchical
tree structure in the point tree.
To add the selector to the correct FACC code a sub-selector of the AL015 FSC 50 will be created
by right-clicking on the FSC/BFC = 50 (church) selector (Fig. 5.2.28). If the second selector
church02_GT is added like the first one church01_GT, then the first one would be overwritten and
the software is no longer able to find the correct selector of the first model.
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Fig. 5.2.27: The second church model got the
same FACC and FSC code as the first church
model before.
Fig. 5.2.28: Important to add a sub-selector
for the second selector by right-clicking on
the FSC/BFC = 50 (church) selector.
Note: It is an important step to add a sub-selector, if there is more than one selector under one
FACC code. The first added selector will be overwritten with cut and paste and is undetectable
for the software.
The name of the sub-selector will be the same as the models name church02_GT just without
the .flt (Fig. 5.2.29). This new feature selector will be added to FSC/BFC = 50 (church). In the
"Selector Conditions" tab (Fig. 5.2.30) the model has to be added in the format as shown in Table
5.2.4, to differentiate it from the first church model (church01_GT.flt):
Tab. 5.2.4: Selector Conditions tab for the second model
model equals to church02_GT.flt
Fig. 5.2.29: A new sub-selector is produced
that the software is able to differentiate the
two models.
Fig. 5.2.30: The second model needs an en-
try in the "Selector Conditions" tab by allocat-
ing the models name.
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Because of generating a new sub-selector the imported selector church02_GT can be deleted,
which is located at the top of the point tree structure. It can be removed with a right mouse
click on the selector (Fig. 5.2.31). In the last step the selector has to be connected with the
church02_GT feature style by dragging the church02_GT from the feature style tree to the selec-
tor tree to assign the feature style to the selector (Fig. 5.2.32). Near the name church02_GT in
the "Feature Style" window the digit changes from 0 to 1. On the left-hand side in the "Selectors"
window an arrow appears with the name church02_GT.
Fig. 5.2.31: The remaining imported selec-
tor has to be deleted to keep the database
proper. It is not necessary any more, because
of the generation of the sub-selector.
Fig. 5.2.32: By dragging the feature style
to the matching selector, the output will be
valid. Two models of the same kind are in-
cluded under the same FACC and FSC code.
Note: As well it is possible to create an own selector pass by simply copy/pasting an existing
pass and changing the name, selectors and FACC, if it is not in the default selector database. It
should be ensured that it matches with the regulations of the Defence Geospatial Information
Working Group (2000) and the Presagis Canada Inc. and Presagis USA Inc. (2012b, Appendix N).
Footprint
Footprints are used by Terra Vista to integrate the models into the terrain. For building the
database of Manching in most cases no footprints were necessary, because Manching is a flat
region, which unfortunately results in a few incorrect reproduction at some places (see Chapter
7). The footprints were disabled, which could be done in two ways: separately for each object or
in the "Assets" for all 2D Layer objects. If some footprints are needed for interactive behaviour
for example a helicopter landing area in a specific building, the footprints have to be disabled
separately by navigating to the "Features" tab under "Design", where all models are listed. The
"Feature Style" window appears by selecting one of them, where the footprints can be disabled
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(Fig. 5.2.33). Likewise the footprints of all models can be disabled in a fast and secure way.
Under "Features/ Assets" and the folder 2D Layer/ Layer 2D. The check box "Cultural Footprints"
has to be unchecked (Fig. 5.2.34).
Fig. 5.2.33: The disabling of just one footprint
for one specific building.
Fig. 5.2.34: With this setting all footprints of
all 2D Layers are disabled.
Note:
Footprints are necessary to integrate the models into the terrain, otherwise the presentation of
the models will be inaccurate (see Chapter 7).
Orientation and Scaling of the models
An interesting option is to arrange the buildings towards the roads as well as to have an influence
on the size of an object. When orientating the buildings with all their front sides towards the
roads, the output world seems more arranged. Firstly it has to be examined if the models are
modelled properly pointing in the correct location. The models need to be designed with the front
door along the positive x-axis (from left to right) in Creator. Then the "Define Model Orientation"
for the feature model has to be enabled so the model will face the road.
In Figure 5.2.35 for example at "Features/ Design/ Point/ Model/ building/ house01" pressing the
"box" at the end of "Define Model Orientation" and pressing "Go to activity declaration", which will
go to the parent building pass (here the orientation can be turn off/on for all the building models).
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Fig. 5.2.35: With these settings all the front
doors of the houses will turn towards the
roads, so the representation looks homoge-
neous.
Fig. 5.2.36: The scaling factor could be used
to resize the models in a fast and simple way
in Terra Vista without editing them in Creator
again.
For changing the size of an object the scale factor has to be modified, for example, in "Features/
Design/ Point/ Model/ building/ apartment01_GT". The Model 3D window appears by clicking on
the model in the "Feature Style" window. This apartment size has a height of 22 m. To change this
size the scaling factor in the "Feature Style" window has to be modified. In the default options
this scaling factor is adjusted to one.
In Figure 5.2.36 the scaling factor is already changed to 0.8 (80 percent), so the size of the
building apartment01_GT is now approximately 18 m.
Note: It must be ensured that English characters are used for the scaling factor or Terra Vista
will run into issues as commas are not allowed.
Resource Path
Finally correctly linking of the ressource paths should be ensured. They are included under
"Projects/Resources" and have to be linked with the source data, which is used in the database.
By default, resource paths are set to the location where Terra Vista is installed:
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• C:\Presagis\Suite13\Terra_Vista\Textures
• C:\Presagis\Suite13\Terra_Vista\FlightFiles
• C:\Presagis\Suite13\Terra_Vista\FlightFiles_NA
• C:\Presagis\Suite13\Terra_Vista\BGTextures
• C:\Presagis\Suite13\Terra_Vista\Background
• C:\Presagis\Suite13\Terra_Vista\BWITemplates
If the resource path is undetectable an error will occur in the "Project\Health" window. The
correct resource path has to be found. Here the "Source Path Editor" in the "Project\Resources"
is an useful tool. All files without an associated reference can be detected by "File Filters". The
files appear in the editor and can be filtered by incorrect references displayed with a red cross.
For these files the correct path has to be declared in the "New Path" box by clicking "Browse..."
to navigate to the folder.
5.2.2.2 Line
Processing of lines will be handled in the same way as the points. The "Vector Editor" ribbon
provides the "Linear" icon for creating line features. Import and assignment of the FACC codes is
in a similar manner to the points. In this subsection some important advice is given to obtain a
valid output for the lines in the CDB database.
Road, River and Railway
As mentioned before in the sub-item "Output Configurations", the check box "Integrated 2D Mod-
els" has to be enabled, so the 2D linear features will be output in the database (Fig. 5.2.37). The
feature styles of every used linear feature model itself and the 2D Layer have to be enabled. The
2D Layer option for the road can be found by navigating to "Features/ Design/ Linear/ Transporta-
tion/ road generic". Figure 5.2.38 shows the "Feature Style" window of the road generic where
the 2D Layer option is hidden under the menu "Set Culture Layout". The "Default" options have
to be selected by pressing the three dots near "No2DLayer". The check box near the 2D Layer
should be enabled and the linear vectors will be visible in the 3D Viewer. These settings indicates
that it may take some time to load up the database.
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Fig. 5.2.37: The check mark at the "Integrated
2D Models" is essentially that the linear con-
tent will be visible in the 3D Viewer.
Fig. 5.2.38: For every linear feature model,
the 2D Layer must be enabled that this par-
ticular model will be shown in the 3D Viewer.
The default settings of Terra Vista provide that signs and traffic lights will be added automatically
at each intersection. These models can be changed under the menu "Features/ Interactions/
Model Library; Enhanced Road/ Model / Stop Ahead/ Stop Signal" ,as can be seen in Figure
5.2.39. Also every unwanted automatically built model can be disabled, but the markings for the
crosswalks will remain. Figure 5.2.40 shows the automatically built models at the intersections.
For the traffic signs a bit farther away from the intersections a distance was defined.
Fig. 5.2.39: The automatically built models
at the intersections can be replaced through
specially created models.
Fig. 5.2.40: Models which are enabled in the
interaction menu will be displayed, whereby
the distance to the intersections can vary.
If many models are included the rendering will cost a lot of computer resources and computing
time for huge areas, especially for real-time applications. In the light of this situation, it is possible
to disable all these models faster.
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As shown in Figure 5.2.41 it needs just to navigate to "Features/ Interactions/ Model Library;
Enhanced Road/ Intersection Finder". Disabling this check box will remove all the models as well
as their features like crosswalk markings. An useful and necessary tool can be found at "Fea-
tures/Interactions/Model Library;Enhanced Road/Intersection Finder/Primary Road" (Bridge over
water). This option interacts automatically with the line features water and road and builds up
bridges over hydrological elements. Unfortunately there is a known software issue that bridges/
overpasses do not work in the first release of Terra Vista 13, that no bridges will be output in the
database.
Fig. 5.2.41: All unnecessary models are re-
moved at the intersections to preserve com-
puter resources.
Fig. 5.2.42: Bridges are automatically build
over hydrological elements, but not in the first
release of TV13.
The same case with the powerlines and pylons which play the most important role for the he-
licopter simulator. The wires reveal a high potential source of danger especially under poor
visibility conditions. In contrast to bridges, they will be compiled in the database, but are not
visible in the Vega Prime Viewer, because of an RTP issue. The "Power Line Generator" can be
found at "Features/ Designs/ Linear/ Utility Line", where the power pylon model can be added
(Fig. 5.2.43).
The Generator will string the wires automatically between the pylon towers. They will be placed
at every vertex in the linear feature. The amount of power pylons on the drawn line can be
increased or decreased with the "Generalize" tool. To produce the linear feature, the 2D Layer
option (Fig. 5.2.44) has to be adjusted again as for the river and roads.
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Fig. 5.2.43: The pylon model can be changed
and the wire will be produced automatically.
Fig. 5.2.44: The 2D Layer option is essentially
to produce visible wires, too.
Note: Powerlines, power pylons and bridges will not be visible in the 3D Viewer of the first
release of Terra Vista 13.
5.2.2.3 Area
Area processing will be handled in the same way as points and lines. The "Vector Editor" ribbon
provides the Areal icon for creating an area feature. Another icon Sub-Areal is available, which
creates area holes. As well as in the section before, it is necessary again to enable the 2D Layer
for the area features such as lakes or forest areas (Fig. 5.2.45). Figure 5.2.46 shows how exactly
an area can match with the real location of the forest area on the orthophoto. The area was
imported in the shapefile format and the tree models were distributed randomly on it. The next
section will explain the process "Scatter Tree" in detail.
Fig. 5.2.45: Additional the 2D Layer has to
enabled for the area features.
Fig. 5.2.46: The drawn area matches exactly
the area on the orthophoto.
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5.2.2.4 Scatter
The Scatter option is a tool to spread objects randomly or with a specific fundamental order over
areas. Particularly in this regard, the "Scatter Points" option is interesting. Normal point features
are created and follow the regular Terra Vista hierarchy for point processing. The models can
be spread in these sectors and the number of them can be determined as density per square
kilometres within previously defined areas. It is also possible to subtract point features from
areas within the scattering sector, such as scattered trees in a lake. The next section will give a
processing instruction on how to scatter points assigned as trees on sectors assigned as forest
areas.
Trees
Some basic information is necessary to understand the complexity of scattering the trees. The
Sferi Sense R© System used in helicopters and the HMI-Laboratory is a 3D sensor system based
on Laser Detection and Ranging (Laser Detection and Ranging (LaDAR)) technology, where the
objects, for example wires, houses, pylons etc. will be detected and shown up as symbols on
the helmet-mounted display of the pilot. The algorithm scans edges and corners and classifies
the objects in real-time, so specific warnings will be output as risk levels. The scattered trees are
not classified in a risk level, because they are close to the ground. The trees have to be modelled
in the software Creator with this background knowledge.
Fig. 5.2.47: A simple modelled tree which
could be detected unnecessarily from Sferi
Sense R© System.
Fig. 5.2.48: A complex modelled tree with a
lot of small rectangles which is not detectable
for the scanning system.
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Figure 5.2.47 and Figure 5.2.48 show the various possibilities of modelling trees. Figure 5.2.47
shows a simple tree just consisting of two orthogonally oriented rectangles with texture. With
the Sferi Sense R© System there is a danger that the system will detect the long edges and
corners. Then the system will read out a warning at every scattered simple tree. This means the
high risk level obstacles like pylons etc. could not be differentiated from the scattered simple
trees. Therefore the trees have to be modelled in a more complex manner, with a lot of smaller
rectangles with texture to avoid long edges and corners, so the Sferi Sense R© System is not able
to detect them (Fig. 5.2.48).
The "Scatter Points" option as mentioned above was used to generate forest areas. Firstly one
point has to be generated as mentioned in Subsection 5.2.2.1. The FACC code (see Table 5.2.5)
for the tree model has to be written in the attributes window (remembering, the CDB FACC Code
Dictionary could help). Then the tree model must be implemented as Figure 5.2.49 shows. The
complex tree model tree_deciduous_broadleaf_12m_GT.flt was used to spread it on the areas.
Tab. 5.2.5: Adjustments for the FACC code of the attribute table in the "Properties" window for
the tree model
Name Value
code: EC030
fsc: 49
Fig. 5.2.49: Importing the tree model by click-
ing on "Home Ribbon/Files".
Fig. 5.2.50: The FACC code for the deciduous
tree model.
If opening the "Vector Classification" tool, the model is located at the top of the tree of the point
structure and must be ranged in the correct FACC code by cut (Figure 5.2.51) and pasting. Now
the implementing of the model is finished and the forest areas can be imported.
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Fig. 5.2.51: The model has to be arranged
by cutting and pasting to the selector EC030
with the subcategory code (fsc) 49.
Fig. 5.2.52: The trees will be spread onto the
red areas. Therefore the red areas have to be
declared as forest areas.
After importing the forest area shapefiles, red areas appear (Fig. 5.2.52). The feature style forest
(Table 5.2.6) will be assigned with the following FACC code :
Tab. 5.2.6: Adjustments for the FACC code of the attribute table in the "Properties" window for
the forest areas
Name Value
code: EC015
Now the fundamentals are set to spread the tree models on the areas. The Scatter Point Lists
folder is located in the menu "Features/Assets". In this folder the Lists for Scattered Points 3D
Tree Models is needed for scattering the tree. One of the selector will be copied and pasted
by right mouse click in the "Tree Models Deciduous" folder. Then the selector will be named
broadleaf and the attributes on the right-hand side will be adapted (Fig. 5.2.53). The other
selectors will be disabled. The forest selector is located in the menu "Features/Design" under
"Areal/Canopy". Figure 5.2.54 shows the "Feature Style" window of the forest and the "Scatter
Points" can be found under "Generator". The path to the "Features/Assets/Lists for Scattered
Points 3D Tree Models/Tree Models Deciduous" has to be chosen by clicking on the three dots
near the "Model" selection window. Then the trees will be applied on the forest areas as Figure
5.2.55 shows.
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Fig. 5.2.53: The feature style of the
tree_deciduous_broadleaf_12m_GT has to
linked with the Lists for Scattered Points 3D
Tree Models.
Fig. 5.2.54: The forest selector contains the
"Scatter Points" option, where the scatter
model list can be adjusted for spreading the
particular model.
Different settings can be made to influence the spreading of the trees. One of them is to adjust
the density of trees per km2 as pointed out in Figure 5.2.56. Singh (2013, p.1294 ), Helfrich and
Konold (2010, p. 163 ) and Manderscheid (1996, p. 205) wrote over different tree densities in
various parts of the world. Singh (2013, p.1294 ) writes about an average tree density of 18.9
trees per ha (1890 trees per km2) in urban areas in India, Helfrich and Konold (2010, p. 163 )
reports over a tree density in Rhineland-Palatinate between 330 and 1940 trees per ha (33,000
and 194,000 trees per km2) and Manderscheid (1996, p. 205) speaks about 322 trees per ha
(32,200 trees per km2) in the Fichtelgebirge. These facts show in which range the numbers may
vary and which values seem realistic to enter in the density field.
Fig. 5.2.55: The trees are randomly spread
over the area with a density of 200,000 trees
per km2.
Fig. 5.2.56: The amount of trees per km2 can
be set at the forest "Feature Style" under the
Areal tree.
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Concluding this section Figure 5.2.57 and Figure 5.2.58 shows the effect of the possible settings
of the various tree densities on the landscape. Figure 5.2.57 presents the density of 100 trees
per km2, whereas Figure 5.2.58 shows a density of 1,000,000 trees per km2.
Fig. 5.2.57: The trees are spread with a den-
sity of 100 per km2.
Fig. 5.2.58: The trees are spread with a den-
sity of 1,000,000 per km2.
Note: Calculating the trees needs a lot of computing resources. The more density, the more the
computer needs resources. Therefore the density should be chosen carefully and appropriate to
the situation.
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5.2.3 Elevation Editor
The "Elevation Editor" offers the opportunity to modify the height of the integrated elevation data.
Firstly the elevation data must be selected in the "Data Source" window, then the "Elevation
Editor" ribbon appears automatically. The icon "Select Elevation" has to be pushed to select the
elevation area in Figure 5.2.59. Now the user has to zoom in, so the red dots appear and cover
the elevation data (Fig. 5.2.60). The elevation can be modified with different tools by the red
dots itself or by filtering. Unfortunately the "Elevation Editor" is not sufficiently well-developed,
yet. Some areas can be flatten with the "incline plane" tool as well the "spike detection" tool to
detect and remove values, that are higher than the values around. The tool is not practical for
generating a comprehensible, substantiated area. Therefore other software is needed, which
will be presented in the following section.
Fig. 5.2.59: The yellow dashed line shows the
selected elevation area (Source: c© 2013 Pre-
sagis Canada Inc. and/or Presagis USA Inc:
Terra Vista Help).
Fig. 5.2.60: Zooming into the elevation area,
the red dots appear and can be edited
(Source: c© 2013 Presagis Canada Inc. and/or
Presagis USA Inc: Terra Vista Help).
5.2.3.1 Global Mapper
The software Global Mapper
TM
13 is a low cost GIS Data processing application for many use
cases. In this case the software was used to generate an elevation model for a landing pad for
helicopters in Manching, which will be placed behind the imagery to give a 3D impression.
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The raw data consists of coordinates with longitude, latitude and height in degree/min/sec and
was converted to decimal/degree to simplify the import in Global Mapper
TM
13 (the Table with
the source coordinates can be found in the Appendix C.3).
Example for converting the coordinates of the landing pad in Manching :
Longitude: E 11◦ 31′ 52.2769′′
Latitude: N 48◦ 41′ 22.2340′′
Longitude =
( (Arcseconds/ 60) + Arcminutes
60
)
+ Degree (5.7)
Longitude =
(52.2769′′/ 60 + 31′
60
)
+ 11◦ (5.8)
=
(0.871 281 667′ + 31′
60
)
+ 11◦ (5.9)
= 0.531 188◦ + 11◦ (5.10)
= 11.531 188◦ (5.11)
The same equations used for the calculation of the latitude on the basis of the equation 5.7.
Latitude =
(22.2340′′/ 60 + 41′
60
)
+ 48◦ (5.12)
Latitude =
(0.370 566 667′ + 41′
60
)
+ 48◦ (5.13)
= 0.689 509◦ + 48◦ (5.14)
= 48.689 509◦ (5.15)
A dialog box appear in the GUI of Global Mapper
TM
. The kind of import type and the coordinate
column order format have to be chosen when importing the coordinates in generated ASCII file
format. It is necessary to select the correct column order, so the coordinates are placed correctly.
This ASCII file contains only points and the longitude coordinates appear immediately at the start
of any row. Then the projection information has to be chosen, because ASCII format doesn’t give
information about it. The projection corresponds to Geographic coordinates with a map datum
WGS84. If the coordinates are placed correctly, the outer edges were connected with each
other, that in Figure 5.2.61 the form of the pad will be visible. All the points were selected and
the elevation data had to be assigned to them from the third column in the ASCII file.
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Fig. 5.2.61: The imported points are con-
nected with the digitizer tool to get an area.
Fig. 5.2.62: The elevation data was added to
the points as the third value of the input table.
It is possible to generate an elevation grid with the height information. The triangulated elevation
grid appears in colour graduation, as can be seen in Figure 5.2.63, from red (highest elevation
of the values) to blue (lowest elevation of the values). The landing pad looks flatten in the GUI
window of the software. The 3D object can be seen in the 3D Viewer, where the perspective
can be changed to the object (Fig. 5.2.64). Likewise, the vertical exaggeration can be increased
to have a better look at the height.
Fig. 5.2.63: In the 2D view just the colourisa-
tion of the object reveals an elevation.
Fig. 5.2.64: A 3D model arise in the 3D view
from the previously flat object.
The landing pad was exported in TIFF format, where the elevation data will be saved for importing
the height information into Terra Vista 13 as elevation data. The file was placed above the general
elevation data of Manching by the name of height_19.tif, whereas the imagery data of Manching
was laid above the whole elevation data. Finally a texture was placed in Terra Vista above the
landing pad elevation (Fig. 5.2.65 and Fig. 5.2.66). Afterwards the gaussian filter was used to
reduce the resulting triangles after compiling the synthetic environment.
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Fig. 5.2.65: The generated elevation model of
the landing pad with texture in the 3D Viewer
of Terra Vista 13.
Fig. 5.2.66: The gaussian filter was applied in
the "Elevation Editor" to smooth the resulted
triangles.
5.3 USAGE REPORT
Terra Vista provides the functionality to export an usage report as .csv format with all the gener-
ated data and their FACC codes and subcategory codes. The report shows how many features
of one model has been used, the feature styles and the assigned models. All in all it provides
an overview, but not more. In the Appendix the table C.4 shows such an usage report for the
Manching database.
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6 SIMULATION
Vega Prime is the last step in a project for developing a real-time 3D virtual world to simulate. It
provides the engine to visualise the CDB database. The virtual world of the CDB database can
be described with a lot of different and difficult programming skills in Vega Prime. The GUI of the
software is named Lynx Prime, where various adjustments for different types of input formats
can be taken including specific settings for the CDB database. These settings are saved in an
.acf file in XML format. It contains information for the initialisation process and connects the
content of the CDB database with the simulation window. The suggested settings will be briefly
represented as an overview. As mentioned in Section 5.2.1, the geocell will be filled with low
resolution images of the WWDB database. This database will be linked via XML files with the
CDB output data to get a simulation flight around the world filled with low resolution images.
6.1 IMPLEMENTATION OF CDB IN VEGA PRIME
The implementation of the CDB database takes place, as mentioned above, with the Lynx Prime
Interface to configure an application without writing code. It is working with classes and allows
to define parameters. The first step contains the start of the "Data Server" and the "RTP Server"
in the menu "Manage CDB Servers".
Fig. 6.1.1: The interface of Lynx Prime. The tree on the left-hand side shows all containing
instances of the .acf file.
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The path of the "Data Server" has to be set to the folder of the "CDB Output" path produced
by Terra Vista (it contains directories such as Metadata, Tiles, GTModel). These changes can
be saved and the modules have to be chosen to build up the virtual world on the basis of the
CDB database. The main Vega Prime modules vpCDB, vpCoordSys and vpLADBM serve as
frameworks. For implementing the CDB database, the vpCDB module is used. The vpCoordSys
module defines the coordinate system of the virtual world for being able to place objects at the
correct locations, whereas the module vpLADBM controls the paging requests. As well as the
class vpObersever is necessary to serve as an eye point. Figure 6.1.1 shows the tree structure
with the instances described above.The first three instances of this tree are default settings
and are generated for every new .acf file. All used instances are explained in Table 6.1.1. The
module vpCDBDatabase contains a lot more subclasses for describing the CDB. These instances
are described in Table 6.1.2. These modules should be used and the settings for them will be
explained in the next section.
Tab. 6.1.1: The used instances and classes (by Presagis USA Inc. (2011))
Name Class Meaning
myKernel Kernel Starts the application and controls the real-time pro-
cessing
myPagingMgr PagingMgrl Manages processing of paging requests for switch-
ing data in and out
mySearchPath SearchPath Manages a list of directories where input files are
found.
myPipeline Pipeline Defines a logical graphics pipeline. Manages the
mapping between the vpWindow and the hardware
graphics pipe as well as controlling the multithread-
ing of the cull and draw stages
myRecyclingService RecyclingService Gives more control over the deletion of the scene
graph nodes that are put into the recycle bin. With-
out the service, the recycle bin is emptied by the
kernel every frame during the non latency critical
stage.
myEnvGlobals EnvGlobals Is responsible for illuminating, shading, and simulat-
ing atmospherics in the scene.
myCDBDatabase CDBDatabase Large set of functions for CDB databases
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Tab. 6.1.2: The myCDBDatabase instance in more detail with the large set of subclasses (by
Presagis USA Inc. (2011))
Name Class Meaning
myLADBMPaging
StrategyPoint
LADBMPaging
StrategyPoint
Manages the paging in and out of terrain tiles in a
large area database
myOberserver Oberserver Represents the observer with active imagery that
will be modified
myChannel Channel Every channel has multiple channel bins that sepa-
rate geometry when rendering the scene.
myEnv Env The sun, clouds and other atmospheric elements
myMotion MotionUFO Different ways to move around in the simulation (fly-
ing, walking)
myCoordConverter CoordConverter Defines a georeference, that is, a projected-flat or
round coordinate system.
myScene Scene Collection of objects for the scene
After the aforementioned step it should be possible to have a look in the CDB database. Starting
the "Data and RTP Server" and implementing the modules mentioned above. The yellow triangle
(the Active Preview) has to be pressed in the "Symbol" menu to render a preview of the CDB
scene. If the database is loaded, the possibility is high that a blue horizon appears. It may be
necessary to press the button "c", that "Active Preview" is running to center the observer to the
tile. After pressing "c", it may be necessary to press "p" to get the position of the observer in
coordinates in the console. These coordinates can be put in myObserver within Lynx Prime so it
always detects the correct location.
Note:
A CDB simulation does not load the information directly from the disk (compare Chapter 3. The
data has to be converted by Vega Prime to make it usable for the RTP. This process needs longer
than other simulations, e.g. simulations with the Metaflight format. For this reason, Vega Prime
sends the needed conversion time to the RTP and asks continuously what information is used
next, that the data is available immediately for the CDB client (Presagis USA Inc., 2011, 718). The
new instance vpCDBLADBMPagingStrategyPoint should be used, so the data is immediately
available for the clients, because the information will be prepared in advance.
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6.2 SUGGESTED SETTINGS
In Lynx Prime, CDB database parameters appear correctly configured. However, if it shows
only terrain, but no roads or buildings, it suggest some layers may actually not be correctly con-
figured. Figure 6.2.1 shows the "Layers" tab of the CDB database. Each object of the CDB
database will be added by the "Add" button next to the layer window represented by specific
certain layers include Terrain, multiple types of Geospecific and Geotypical Culture, and Polyg-
onal Insets. Each layer has at least one Scene and Paging Strategy assigned (see Fig. 6.2.1).
The tab "First Level" corresponds to the minimum level of detail and the "Last Level" corre-
sponds to the maximum level of detail to load. Also it is possible to configure the level of
elevation with the "Clamp Level". Further detail about this topic is mentioned in Presagis USA
Inc. (2011, p.707-719 ). Figure 6.2.1 shows the suggested settings for the generated CDB da-
tabase: "Manching_CDB_Berchtesgaden_Models_WWDB.acf". The "First Level" of "Terrain" was
set to minus five and will cause coarser terrain. This is an unique feature to CDB and is a recom-
mended approach, because it should have a little impact on performance.
Fig. 6.2.1: All layers should be added, that all objects will be visible in the Viewer.
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Figure 6.2.2 shows the "Imagery" tab where the instance "myOberserver" is added. In this tab the
visualisation will be set for the imagery data. Different properties can be adjusted to influence
the quality of the rendered imagery. The visible adjustments proved well suited for the rendering.
The various kinds of settings such as "Constrain Imagery to CDB Zones", "Geocell Coverage Size",
"Max Imagery CDB Level" and the "Update Range" are explained in detail in Presagis USA Inc.
(2011, p.712-714 ).
Fig. 6.2.2: The "Imagery" tab controls the virtual texture and influences the resolution in the
simulation.
Note:
• On viewing larger distances with a CDB database, it may be necessary to increase the
"Geocell Coverage". A 16x16 setting would be useful for a huge distant clip.
• CDB terrain imagery details (imagery resolution) are independent of LODs. They are con-
trolled instead by Virtual Texture (VT) Levels.
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The ground resolution of the imagery data plays an important role for the graphical content
of the simulation. Figure 6.2.3 gives information about four different ground resolutions seen
from a height of 200 m in the Vega Prime Viewer. No significant differences can be noticed
between the ground resolution of 20 cm and 40 cm, whereas the deterioration of the graphical
content increased at a ground resolution of 80 cm. Images with a ground resolution of 200 cm
are available for free, but they do not fulfil the requirements in accordance with a simulation
laboratory. Therefore the orthophotos have to be purchased commercially. The orthophotos with
a ground resolution of 40 cm prove to be completely sufficient, a ground resolution of 20 cm is
not necessary. The choice between the ground resolution of 40 cm or 80 cm has to be weighed
up for each situation.
Fig. 6.2.3: Orthophotos with different ground resolutions and their effect from 200 m height.
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6.3 INTEGRATION OF WWDB
It is possible to create an own CDB output for every area of interest. Two areas of interest,
Manching and Berchtesgaden, were generated in this project and therefore two different CDB
outputs exist. Multiple CDB databases can be linked together and can be shown in one simu-
lation with the CDB version chaining without copy/pasting or overwriting tiles within an existing
database. Figure 6.3.1 shows the multiple databases in the Windows Explorer file structure.
In the file folder CDB_Berchtesg_Manching_V1, CDBOutput corresponds to the Berchtesgaden
database and CDBOuput1 corresponds to the Manching database. CDBOutput_WWDB is just a
database with low-resolution imagery and could be replaced by the WWDB database of Presagis.
Fig. 6.3.1: Multiple CDB databases are located as sub-folders in
the root folder CDB_ Berchtesg_ Manching_ V1.
Fig. 6.3.2: Each version of the CDB requires a version control file named Version.xml.
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The method "CDB version chaining" allows the combination of multiple databases, including cus-
tom data by modifying the files of the CDB_DATABASE_PATH/Metadata/Version.xml. Each CDB
Output folder owns such file in the Metadata folder as can be seen in Figure 6.3.2. XML files
form a tree structure. The first line is the XML declaration and defines the version (1.0) and the
encoding (utf8 = 8-Bit UCS Transformation Format). The version entry provides the name of the
previous CDB version and a comment.
The linking of the CDB databases can take place with the help of these XML files. All CDB
databases have to be connected as described in Figure 6.3.3.
Fig. 6.3.3: The linking of the CDB out-
puts in the root folder CDB_ Berchtesg_
Manching_V1.
Figure 6.3.3 shows the linked Version.xml files with the different kinds of CDB outputs. The first
window shows the connection of the installed source WWDB database of Presagis with the own
generated CDB_Output_WWDB database. The second Version.xml file was opened in the Meta-
data folder of the sub-folder CDB_Output in the CDB_Berchtesg_Manching_V1 root folder and
connected with the CDB_neue_WWDB at the path C:\CDB_neue_WWDB\CDB_WWDBLITE_1_0.
Below the opened source Version.xml is shown on the left-hand side in the specific Metadata
folder, which appears in Figure 6.3.4 in the comment field. On the right-hand side, the connected
path written in the "PreviousIncrementalRootDirectory name=" is shown.
First window: CDB_neue_WWDB is linked with CDB_Output_WWDB
Second window: CDB_Output (Berchtesgaden) is linked with CDB_neue_WWDB
Third window: CDB_Output_WWDB is linked with CDB_Output (Manching)
Fourth window: CDB_Output (Manching) is linked with CDB_Output (Berchtesgaden)
Note:
The connected databases and its locations are written in the comment field.
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Fig. 6.3.4: The connections of the multiple CDB database can be made by the Version.xml files,
which have to be connected through the file paths.
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7 WARNINGS, ERRORS AND SOLU-
TIONS
This chapter serves as an overview of warnings and errors which occurred during the generation,
compilation and rendering process of the CDB database and gives some solutions and hints to
solve them.
Warnings
Warnings pop up in the console window and digits appear near the yellow triangle to count the
amount of warnings. Warnings will not stop the running process and in most cases they can be
ignored. In Figure 7.0.1 the warning console is visibly marked with a red rectangle.
Fig. 7.0.1: The console shows the warnings and errors during the compilation and rendering
process. The process will not be stopped.
Vertices Count Limit is exceeded for the 2D Layer
The integrated 2D Models Openflight files in the CDB, have a size limitation depending on the
LOD.
For positive LODs: the limit is 45,000 vertices. For negative LODs: the maximum vertices count
is given by the formula: 45,000 x 2 (2xLOD).
If the limit is exceeded, a warning is displayed.
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vrTexture: compress –unable to compress texture- texture is not square
Two types of inconsistencies could be responsible for this warning in Vega Prime, which have to
be checked:
• CDB settings in the Layers window in Vega Prime. It is not possible to set man-made level
to ten, as it has up to eight only.
• CDBLADBMPagingStrategyPoint as the paging strategy for CDB to ensure a proper data
flashing, etc. and not "LADBMPagingStrategyPoint"
Errors
The following display errors and inconsistencies can occur and will be specified. Figure 7.0.2
shows a common mistake in the database. The buildings cut into the sloping hillside and have
to be checked manually. The footprint information is the solution for this problem. It gives the
software information on how to place the objects into the terrain. Usually Terra Vista is able to
place the 3D Models automatically in the hillside with valleys and mountains.
The same problem occurs in Figure 7.0.4 and 7.0.5, but there isn’t anything to solve the problem,
because the CDB has no concept of integrated features and thus the elevation files do not contain
the integrated footprints. The solution is to flatten the elevation file’s post z-values manually for
those areas and/or create a basement skirt on the model inside Creator so that the model does
not appear to be floating.
Fig. 7.0.2: The buildings rise up into the
slopes of the terrain.
Fig. 7.0.3: Buildings at one place have to be
checked.
In Figure 7.0.3 the buildings are built into one another. The reason for that is the assignment of
the models to the shapefiles of the type Point. If there is an accumulation of points, the assigned
objects will overlap. In this situation, this kind of error just could be solved manually by moving
the objects/points apart in Terra Vista.
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Fig. 7.0.4: The z-value for this building is incor-
rect.
Fig. 7.0.5: Some of the trees are in the air as
a result of the incorrect z-value.
Figure 7.0.6 indicates an issue with the PC hardware/software and the 3D viewer, in particular
the video card. The problem should be fixed to download and install the last video card drivers
that the traffic lights appear instead of the "pile of triangles".
Fig. 7.0.6: This is an indication that something
is wrong with the video card driver.
Fig. 7.0.7: In fact, the bridges would be built
automatically over the roads.
Bridges and overpasses currently do not work in CDB (Fig. 7.0.7). It will be resolved in a future
release of Terra Vista.
Plugin crash :MMB Begin Build call failed for CDB Compiler
The CDB Database is saved as geodetic tiles. The gaming area must set in such a way, that it
coincides exactly with a geotile boundary, if multiple build instances are running in Terra Vista.
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Limitation of Vega Prime
To sum up, there are limitations of Vega Prime in case of CDB :
• It does not generate the communication networks at run time as CDB requires so it is not
possible to see communication networks. The work around for this would be to generate
small sections of the communications network in OpenFlight and import these into Terra
Vista as geospecific models (these models need a lot of computing resources).
• It is not possible to generate and visualise bridges and overpasses in Vega Prime, yet.
• OpenFlight models have to be created without LODs, otherwise they are not visible in the
Vega Prime Viewer
• Powerlines are not visible in the Viewer, but they are already created in the CDB Database.
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8 CONCLUSION
This thesis presented the workflow from generation, compilation and rendering a CDB Database
with the commercial software packages Creator, Terra Vista and Vega Prime of the company
Presagis. In the first instance, the field of application was described for such a CDB Database.
HMI-Laboratories provide the suitable synthetic environments for the real-time rendering partic-
ularly the ATILa in Friedrichshafen Airbus Defence and Space (Airbus Group). The construction
of such an HMI-Laboratory is complex, because various devices and systems have to work to-
gether in real-time. The humanity was obsessed in earlier times by the dream of being able to
fly. During the decades the simulators have been improved and their area of responsibility have
extended. Nowadays the test and validation of devices is indispensable in early stages of the
product development process as well as the education of pilots in such simulators. This complex-
ity of these progresses is also reflected in the structure of the CDB Database and is described
by specifications and standards. Sections of these were explained, because they provide the
basis to understand the CDB and can be used for further generation processes. The CDB topic
is specific, since not many publications exist at that date.
In the further course of this thesis, the complexity of the CDB is striking. The commercial
software of Presagis has to deal with regulation by specifications and standards. The steps of
generating the database with Terra Vista are not self-explanatory. For this purpose a certain
training period is essential, especially with the format OpenFlight. It is a rarely-used format in
general workflows, but usual for simulations. The structure of this format can only be seen
with specific programs such as Creator. Different types of node are visible in the hierarchical
tree structure of OpenFlight such as LOD and switch nodes to describe various object statuses.
Unfortunately the software Vega Prime shows an issue while rendering models, if the LODs still
in existence. With this background, all LODs had to deleted from the used models and were
saved with GT in the filename.
The main part of the thesis consists the database generation in Terra Vista. The GUI of the pro-
gram looks clearly arranged and at first sight comprehensible. A lot of complex, but interesting
settings are situated behind the "Feature" button and require expertise to form the database. The
source data, like orthophotos, shapefiles and elevation data, was made available and imported
into Terra Vista. The orthophotos with 20 cm ground resolution were very well suited. With the
correct settings in Vega Prime, a sharp landscape is visible. All vector data was matched with
the associated FACC code and, if necessary, the FSC code. This procedure turned out to be very
complicated. Some objects are not explicitly compatible with the feature classes in the CDB
specification, so the assignment was particularly vague and couldn’t be solved without special-
ists. The "Elevation Editor" turned out to be unsatisfactory with the tools provided. To model
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the Landing Pad, for practising landing approaches in the CDB Database, another commercial
software "Global MapperTM" was used. The modelled object was included in Terra Vista in the
GEOTIFF format and laid upon the elevation data. After the compilation some triangles occur,
so the Gaussian filtering was applied to smooth the plain. Through the division, it was possible
to compile just the area of interest, because the whole CDB had a memory requirement of 200
Gigabyte in most of the cases for a compile time of 31 hours for the complete geotile. The
WWDB database with its low resolution images filled the gaps between the one by one degree
geotile of the gaming area and the smaller area of interest (Manching) with the high resolution
orthophotos. Finally all the data were compiled and the valid CDB output was handed over to the
simulation software Vega Prime.
The last part of the thesis dealt with the implementation of the CDB Database in Vega Prime
to make it visible in the simulator. This kind of software enables various settings to influence
the appearance of the data - switching distances in and out, the point of view etc.. The CDB
Database was implemented with the help of specific CDB instances and classes, so instead of
vpLADBMPagingStrategyPoint, as usually used for Metaflight, the vpCDBLADBMPagingStrate-
gyPoint should be used for CDB. The procedure of the implementation of a CDB is completely
different to the common format Metaflight. A very useful advantage is the linking of multiple
CDB Databases by XML documents. The CDB Databases and the WWDB Database can be
connected by CDB Version Chaining and the low-resolution database WWDB can be filled with
high resolution areas, as realised in this project with Manching and Berchtesgaden. As a result a
complete overflight can be granted without gaps in the terrain data.
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9 OUTLOOK
For a helicopter simulator, it is a serious issue that Vega Prime is not able to represent wires,
power pylons and power lines. These kinds of obstacles provide the highest risk for a helicopter
pilot, because not only in the fog, at dawn and at dusk they are practically invisible. Therefore
assistance systems and algorithms are designed and validated to detect these obstacles au-
tomatically. Equally there are no existing databases in Germany which give information about
obstacles with their heights in the terrain like pylons at the hillsides or church towers on the
top of the mountains. Terra Vista also requires improvements to deal with the datasets more
easily. In particular the layer structure of the dataset has to be revised. If a lot of terrain image
data is loaded in the GUI, there is no opportunity to sort the data in the layer structure into fold-
ers. This contributes to a high confusion and an unnecessary effort. For the next versions, an
integrated programming environment in Terra Vista would be desirable to influence the source
data regarding CDB compatibility etc.. As well, the project itself offers improvements and further
developments. Therefore it could be an idea to improve the imagery with bump mapping, so
the textures appear more realistic. More information about bump mapping in Ahearn (2011, p.
99). In this thesis, the settings in Vega Prime were just touched on. These settings need more
attention to guarantee optimum results in the simulator. As mentioned in the thesis, the issue
with the LODs have to be fixed, so the deletion step is not necessary anymore. Of course, there
are improvements necessary, for example the compile time of the CDB takes too long, as well
the format needs an immense disk storage, that the handling of the CDB will be difficult. All in
all the CDB format provides through the cross-platform property and the connection of multiple
CDB databases in the simulator a lot of potential for the future. One day it might be possible to
exchange these CDB databases and to render a whole overflight with high resolution images.
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APPENDIX
A SYNTHETIC ENVIRONMENT
i
A.1 ATILA
Fig. A.1.1: The server rack consisting of 10 servers with a DVI Router at the side, which controls
the navigation displays in the simulator.
Appendix A Synthetic Environment ii
Fig. A.1.2: PFD is an indispensable element for pilots in aircrafts.
Fig. A.1.3: The HMI- Laboratory with the operating panel and the exterior view.
Fig. A.1.4: The operating seats with the operating panel in front.
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B CDB
iv
B.1 CDB ARCHITECTURE IN VEGA PRIME FOR CLIENT
CDB on Local System
CDB Data Server
Runtime Publisher
VP
Client
CDB Database: 
Generation and Storage in 
CDB Format
Reads the CDB Database 
from Disk; CDB 
Repository
Converts the CDB Data in 
a Comprehensible Format 
for the Client
VegaPrime is now able to 
show the Database in the 
Simulator by Recovering 
only the Needed Data
Must be Run on the 
Same Device where 
the Repository lives 
Fig. B.1.1: The workflow to read the data from a CDB to the Client.The RTP has to translate the
information that Vega Prime is able to read.
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B.2 CDB ARCHITECTURE IN VEGA PRIME FOR MULTIPLE
CLIENTS
CDB on Local System
CDB Data Server
Runtime Publishers
CDB Database: 
Generation and Storage in 
CDB Format
Reads the CDB Database 
from Network; CDB 
Repository
Convert the CDB Data in 
a Comprehensible Format 
for the Clients
Must be Run on the 
Same Network
Clients
Multiple RTP's can 
communicate with the 
same Data Server
Clients are now able to 
show the Database in the 
Simulator by Recovering 
only the Needed Data
Multiple Clients can 
communicate with the 
same RTP
Mult ip le RTP can 
communicate with the 
same Client
Fig. B.2.1: A lot of RTP’s could be accessed to the Data Server at the same time.
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C TERRAIN GENERATION
vii
Appendix C Terrain Generation viii
C.1 THE POSSIBLE IMPORT OPTIONS FOR TERRA VISTA 13
Abbreviation Name Kind
*.db deep basin bathymetry elevation
*.bil BIL elevation
*.bmp BMP elevation
*.dem DEM elevation
*.dt DTED elevation
*.tif GeoTIFF (16/32-bit) elevation
*.asc GridASCII elevation
*.fil GridASCII elevation
*.grd GridASCII elevation
*.gridascii GridASCII elevation
*.hdr GridFloat elevation
*.dis IGN BD ALTI elevation
*.img IMG elevation
*.mem Japanese MEM elevation
*.ntf NTF elevation
*.txt NTF elevation
*.ddf SDTS elevation
*.out SOCET SET DEM elevation
*.sasc Spanish ASCII elevation
*.thm TERREX HeightMap elevation
*.txl TERREX TXL elevation
*.thf ADRG Catalog imagery
*.toc CADRG Catalog imagery
*.toc CIB imagery
*.ecw ECW imagery
*.img IMG, ERDAS Elevation imagery
*.jp2 JPEG2000 imagery
*.sid MrSID imagery
*.tif GeoTiFF imagery
*.bmp Bitmap imagery
*.int SGI imagery
*.inta SGI imagery
*.jpg Bitmap Graphics imagery
*.rad RAD imagery
Abbreviation Name Kind
*.rgb SGI imagery
*.3df 3DF texture
*.dds DDS/DXT texture
*.bmp BMP texture
*.ecw ECW texture
*.gif GIF texture
*.int SGI texture
*.inta SGI texture
*.jpg JPEG texture
*.png PNG texture
*.rgb SGI texture
*.rgba SGI texture
*.tif TIFF texture
*.flt OpenFlight model
*.flt OpenFlight SmartVector model
*.skp SketchUp model
*.xml XML model
*.p3d Peak3D model
*.ddd DFAD vector
*.dfad DFAD vector
*.lvc DFAD vector
*.dlg DLG vector
*.opt OPT vector
*.dat Elevation Points vector
*.shp Shapefile vector
*.lulc LULC vector
*.0* DNC vector
*.ddf SDTS vector
*.rt* TIGER vector
*.vec VECTOR vector
*.aft VPF(VMAP) vector
*.cft VPF(VMAP) vector
*.lft VPF(VMAP) vector
*.pft VPF(VMAP) vectorAppendix C Terrain Generation ix
C.2 GAMING AREA
Lat:  49°
Lon: 11°
Lat:  49°
Lon: 12°
Lat:  48°
Lon: 11°
Lat:  48°
Lon: 12°
Extents of the geocell 1 degree x 1 degree 
at Latitude -50° ≤ Lat < 50°
Extents of the source data of Manching
High-resolution images: 20 cm
Digital Elevation Model
Lat:  48°54’36”
Lon: 11°21’36”
Lat:  48°54’00”
Lon: 11°46’12”
Lat:  48°30’36”
Lon: 11°44’24”
Lat:  48°31’12”
Lon: 11°20’24”
Fig. C.2.1: The geocell coverage does not necessarily correspond to the source data. The blue
extent shows the high resolution imagery at the area of interest. The black extent shows the
geocell with one by one degree and has to filled out with low resolution imagery.
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C.3 THE SOURCE COORDINATES OF THE LANDING PAD
MANCHING
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UTM - / Geographische  Koordinaten  (  ETRS89  ) Landeplatz Manching
Bezugspunkt Ostwert  [m]!
Geographische Länge
Nordwert  [m]!
Geographische Breite
Höhe über NN  [m]!
ellipsoid. Höhe  [m]
Streckerhill 68 6277,81 539 6032,59 372,69
SH1 11 ° 31 ' 52,2769 " E" 48 ° 41 ' 22,2340 " N" 418,84
Streckerhill 68 6287,18 539 6011,13 372,74
SH2 11 ° 31 ' 52,6998 " E" 48 ° 41 ' 21,5297 " N" 418,89
Streckerhill 68 6264,86 539 6001,53 367,51
SH3 11 ° 31 ' 51,5935 " E" 48 ° 41 ' 21,2431 " N" 413,66
Streckerhill 68 6255,60 539 6023,02 367,36
SH4 11 ° 31 ' 51,1762 " E" 48 ° 41 ' 21,9483 " N" 413,52
Streckerhill 68 6271,36 539 6017,02 370
SH5 11 ° 31 ' 51,9366 " E" 48 ° 41 ' 21,7371 " N" 416,15
Streckerhill 68 6288,81 539 6010,88 372,8
SH6 11 ° 31 ' 52,7793 " E" 48 ° 41 ' 21,5198 " N" 418,96
Streckerhill 68 6311,43 539 6020,74 372,81
SH7 11 ° 31 ' 53,9008 " E" 48 ° 41 ' 21,8145 " N" 418,96
Streckerhill 68 6325,74 539 5988,25 367,25
SH8 11 ° 31 ' 54,5472 " E" 48 ° 41 ' 20,7480 " N" 413,4
Streckerhill 68 6303,18 539 5978,42 367,28
SH9 11 ° 31 ' 53,4289 " E" 48 ° 41 ' 20,4541 " N" 413,43
Streckerhill 68 6307,08 539 5999,61 370,04
SH10 11 ° 31 ' 53,6538 " E" 48 ° 41 ' 21,1354 " N" 416,19
Streckerhill 68 6312,33 539 6022,26 372,77
SH11 11 ° 31 ' 53,9472 " E" 48 ° 41 ' 21,8627 " N" 418,93
Streckerhill 68 6302,82 539 6044,21 372,71
SH12 11 ° 31 ' 53,5178 " E" 48 ° 41 ' 22,5830 " N" 418,86
Streckerhill 68 6320,59 539 6051,97 370,62
SH13 11 ° 31 ' 54,3990 " E" 48 ° 41 ' 22,8150 " N" 416,77
Streckerhill 68 6330,17 539 6030,00 370,76
SH14 11 ° 31 ' 54,8315 " E" 48 ° 41 ' 22,0939 " N" 416,92
Streckerhill 68 6316,49 539 6037,12 371,7
SH15 11 ° 31 ' 54,1743 " E" 48 ° 41 ' 22,3389 " N" 417,85
Streckerhill 68 6351,95 539 6064,57 367,05
SH16 11 ° 31 ' 55,9518 " E" 48 ° 41 ' 23,1891 " N" 413,2
Streckerhill 68 6360,49 539 6044,47 367,15
SH17 11 ° 31 ' 56,3364 " E" 48 ° 41 ' 22,5294 " N" 413,3
Streckerhill 68 6294,94 539 6027,19 372,8
SH18 11 ° 31 ' 53,1052 " E" 48 ° 41 ' 22,0408 " N" 418,95
C.4 THE USAGE REPORT FOR THE CDB DATABASE OF
MANCHING
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Primitive Feature 
Template
Featur
e Type
Feature Selector Feature Style Feature Style Data Source,Count
Point,Model,new_windrad,Culture Parameters Default Point AD (power_generation) AD010 (power_plant) FSC/PPC = 5 (wind) new_windrad,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AJ051P_Wind_Pow_P_25.vec,1
Point,Model,new_windrad,Culture Parameters Default Point AD (power_generation) AD010 (power_plant) FSC/PPC = 5 (wind) new_windrad,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,1
Point,Model,smokestack01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AF (industrial_structures) AF010 (smokestack) smokestack01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AF010P_Chimney_P_25.vec,37
Point,Model,factory02_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 116 (factory) factory02_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,8
Point,Model,barracks01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 8 (mil_admin_ops_building) barracks01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,8
Point,Model,administrative_bldg02_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 28 (admin_building) administrative_bldg02_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,11
Point,Model,house02_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 16 (house) house02_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,6
Point,Model,house03_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 16 (house) house03_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,6
Point,Model,school02_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 15 (school) school02_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,8
Point,Model,office_bldg02_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 33 (health_office) office_bldg02_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,4
Point,Model,house04_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 16 (house) house04_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,8
Point,Model,house01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 16 (house) house01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,9
Point,Model,office_bldg01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 33 (health_office) office_bldg01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,4
Point,Model,shed01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 98 (shed) shed01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,4
Point,Model,apartment01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 17 (multi_unit_dwelling) apartment01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,10
Point,Model,administrative_bldg01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 28 (admin_building) administrative_bldg01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,10
Point,Model,factory01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 116 (factory) factory01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,6
Point,Model,commercial_bldg01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 133 (commercial_building) commercial_bldg01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,6
Point,Model,government_bldg01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 2 (gov_building) government_bldg01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,4
Point,Model,government_bldg02_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 2 (gov_building) government_bldg02_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,4
Point,Model,hangar01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 30 (hangar) hangar01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,1
Point,Model,church01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 50 (church) church01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,1
Point,Model,church01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 50 (church) church01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AL220P_Steeple_P_25.vec,11
Point,Model,bus_station01,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 130 (bus_station) bus_station01,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,1
Point,Model,church02_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 50 (church) church02_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,1
Point,Model,church02_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 50 (church) church02_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AL220P_Steeple_P_25.vec,11
Point,Model,barn02_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 19 (farm_building) barn02_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,4
Point,Model,barn01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 19 (farm_building) barn01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,4
Point,Model,bank01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 53 (bank) bank01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,7
Point,Model,school03_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 15 (school) school03_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,3
Point,Model,school04_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 15 (school) school04_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,3
Point,Model,school01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 15 (school) school01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,4
Point,Model,warehouse02_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 24 (warehouse) warehouse02_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,3
Point,Model,warehouse01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 24 (warehouse) warehouse01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,3
Point,Model,warehouse03_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AL (miscellaneous_features) AL015 (building) FSC/BFC = 24 (warehouse) warehouse03_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,3
Point,Model,water_tower01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AM (storage) AM080 (water_tower) water_tower01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,2
Point,Model,water_tower02_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AM (storage) AM080 (water_tower) water_tower02_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,2
Point,Model,water_tank01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AM (storage) AM060 (storage) FSC/SFA = 20 (water) water_tank01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,1
Point,Model,water_tank02_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AM (storage) AM060 (storage) FSC/SFA = 20 (water) water_tank02_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,1
Point,Model,oiltank01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AM (storage) AM060 (storage) FSC/SFA = 19 (oil) oiltank01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AA050P_Well_P_25.vec,1
Linear,Transportation,railroad generic,Culture Parameters Default Linear AN (railroad) AN010 (railroad) FSC/RRC = 0 (railroad generic) D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AN010L_Railway_L_25.vec,858
Linear,Transportation,road generic,Culture Parameters Default Linear AP (road) AP030 (generic road) FSC = 0 (generic road) D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AP030L_Road_L_25.vec,33075
Linear,Transportation,tertiary road,Culture Parameters Default Linear AP (road) AP030 (generic road) FSC = 9 (road tertiary) D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\GB055L_Runway_L_25.vec,62
Point,Model,telephone_pole01_GT,Culture Parameters Default Point AQ 
(associated_transportation)
AQ021 (mast) telephone_pole01_GT,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AQ021P_Mast_P_25.vec,1084
Point,Model,radar_tower01,Culture Parameters Default Point AQ 
(associated_transportation)
AQ060 (control_tower) radar_tower01,D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\AQ060P_Control_Tow_P_25.vec,1
Linear,Hydrography,river,Culture Parameters Default Linear BH (inland water) BH140 (river), D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\BH140L_River_L_25.vec,5080
Areal,Hydrography,lake/pond,Culture Parameters Default Areal BH (inland_water) BH080 (lake/pond), D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\BH080F_Lake_Pond_A_25.vec,1686
Areal,Plain Hydrography,river/stream,Culture Parameters Default Areal BH (inland_water) BH140 (river/stream), D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\BH140F_River_A_25.vec,597
Areal,Canopy,forest,Culture Parameters Default Areal EC (woodland) EC015 (forest) D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\EB020F_Forest_Bush_A_25_(0).vec,3057
Areal,Ground Feature,runway,Culture Parameters Default Areal GB (aerodrome) GB055 (runway) D:\Manching_CDB\Manching\convert\GB055F_Runway_A_25.vec,1
